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Abstract

The Fourier transform has been used as a reliable tool in signal analysis for many years.
Despite its versatile applications it suffers from certain limitations, e.g. any irregularities
in the signal such as abrupt changes resulting the expansion of Fourier transform to the
whole frequency axis and the difficulty of finding the position of those irregularities in the
time domain from Fourier transform. The wavelet theory, be the subjected of considerable
attention over the past five years, seems to form a promising framework for functions with
components localized in time, especially its ability to zoom into irregularities. Here it is
tried to present a clear and unified report about the theory, particularly about the Discrete
Wavelet Transform and Wavelet Series Transform. The report also contains two computer
programs. One of them demonstrates the scaling function and the wavelet function on the
monitor, another one implements the Discrete Wavelet Transform and the Inverse Discrete
Wavelet Transform. Finally some effects of quantization on the Discrete Wavelet Transform
coefficients have been investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wavelets are a relatively recent development in applied mathematics and engineering.
Their name itself was coined approximately a decade ago (Morlet, Arens, Fourgeau and
Giard (1983); Grossmann and Morlet (1984)) [13]. In the last ten years interest in them
has been grown extensively, there are several reasons for their present success. On the
one hand, the concept of wavelets can be viewed as a synthesis of ideas which originated
during last twenty or thirty years in engineering (Sub-band coding used in the speech
and image compression, Multi-resolution signal processing used in the computer vision
and in the pattern and speech recognition), physics (coherent states, re-normalization
group) and pure mathematics (study of Golderon-Zygmond operators). As consequences of
these interdisciplinary origins, wavelets appeal to scientists and engineers of many different
backgrounds. On the other hand, wavelets are a fairly simple mathematical tool with a
great variety of possible applications. A framework to unify all above fields, they are enable
to allow growing new ideas and developments.

Because this theory is new, it is difficult to find a classic reference which describes the
subject clearly and uniformly. In every area it is expressed from that point of view. There
are some sources like [13] and [15] as fundamental references but they are still staying in
the domain of mathematicians.

In this project mainly it is tried to write a report which describes the theory of wavelets
and their relation to some of their applications. In the realization of that, the report
leaves the complicated and lengthy proofs to mathematic books and extracts and expands
those topics which are more practical. Besides, as a complement to the above goal, there
are three implementations which constitute the practical part of project. The first one,
demonstrates the shape of wavelet function and the corresponding scaling function, the
next one implements one kind of wavelet transforms. Also some effects of quantization are
investigated in the last part.

This report is organized in seven chapters. The current one is an introduction with
some useful formulas and some notation rules which have been used during the report.

The second chapter concerns about wavelet transform in general. It begins with a brief
look at Fourier transform, due to its limitations the Window Fourier Transform (WFT) is
explained. Some of the properties as well as the limitations of the WFT are given and also
its difference with the short time Fourier transform becomes clear. Then we moved to the
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wavelet transform and its conditions and properties. This approach gives a physical idea
about the concept of wavelets.

In the third chapter the discrete wavelet transform is introduced without referring to
the continuous wavelet transform. This approach is different from other references where
it comes after the wavelet series transform (chapter 4). By this way at first we can see
that the idea of discrete wavelet transform has been used already in some applications,
secondly this way enables us to obtain a feeling about the orthogonality and the exact
reconstruction properties of wavelets. All of this can be done via discrete filtering, the
conditions of these filters and their relation to the wavelet theory are shown.

The forth chapter explains the wavelet series transform, the multi-resolution concept
and its theoretical background based on wavelets. The wavelet theory formulates the
approximation and detail spaces. It is tried to mention the most important aspects of
these spaces together with some proofs. The wavelet series transform can be splitted into
two parts. The first part can be implemented by the discrete wavelet transform. For the
second part we will introduce two algorithms.

In the fifth chapter, for the practical part of project, we describe two programs which
one of them demonstrates the shape of wavelet function and corresponding scaling func
tion and the other one implements the discrete wavelet transform. Also their theoretical
backgrounds are given.

The sixth chapter presents some effects of quantization on the coefficients of wavelet
transform. Three kinds of uniform quantization and one approximation of the Max quan
tizer are investigated.

Finally the last chapter contains conclusions and recommendations.

Notations

Before going to the next chapter it is useful to introduce the notations which have been
used in the report.

• Z, R, R+ denote, respectively, the sets of integers, real numbers and positive real
numbers,

• L 2(R) denotes the Hilbert space of measurable, square-integrable, one-dimensional
functions. The f(x) E L 2(R) means that:

JIf(x)1 2dx < +00,

• J2(Z) denotes the vector space of square-summable sequences. The e[k] E J2(Z)
means that:

L le[kW < +00,
k

and in the two dimension the eli, j] E J2(Z2) means that:

L L le[i, j]12< +00,
i j
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• The g(x) denotes the complex conjugate of g(x).

• For a pair of functions f(x) E L2(R) and g(x) E L2(R) the inner product of f(x)
and g(x) is written as :

< f(x), g(x) >= Jf(x)g(x)dx,

• The norm of f(x) E L2(R) is given by :

IIf(x)11 2 =< f(x), f(x) >= JIf(x)1 2dx,

• The convolution of a pair of functions f(x) E L 2(R) and g(x) E L 2(R) is denoted as

f(x) * g(x) = Jf(x')g(x - x')dx',

• The Fourier Transform of f(x) E L 2(R) is denoted as :

F(w) = Jf(x)e-iwXdx,

• The dilation of f(x) E L2(R) by a scaling factor a E R+ is written:

fa(x) = vaf(ax),

• The dilation and the translation of f(x) E L2(R) by (a, b) E (R+, R) can be shown
as :

fa,b(X) = vaf(a(x - b)),

• The dilation of f(x) E L2(R) by a scaling factor a = 2i , (j E Z) is denoted by :

• The dilation and the translation of f(x) E L2(R) by (a = 2i ,b = ;) , (j,k) E Z2

can be shown as :
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Chapter 2

Wavelet Transform

The aim of signal analysis is to extract relevant information from a signal by transforming
it. Some methods make a priori assumptions on the signal to be analyzed. In this report
we focus on methods that are applicable to any general signals. In addition we consider
invertible transformations. The analysis thus unambiguously represents the signal and
more involved operations such as parameter estimation coding and pattern recognition, can
be performed on the transformed side where the relevant properties maybe more evident.

Such transforms have been applied to stationary signals that are signals, whose prop
erties do not evolve in time (the notion of stationarity is formulized precisely in the statis
tical signal processing literature). For such signal f(x), the natural stationary transform
is Fourier transform which is briefly explained in the first section. Due to its drawbacks
the Window Fourier Transform (WFT) will be presented in the second section, finally the
Wavelet Transform will be introduced in the last section to overcome to some limitations
of the WFT.

2.1 Fourier Transform (FT)

The Fourier transform is defined as :

F(w) = Jf(x)e-iwXdx =< f(x), eiwx > . (2.1)

By this transform a function in the space domain is transformed into a function in the
frequency domain, where it can be analyzed for its frequency contents. The reason is that
it expands the original signal in terms of orthonormal basis of sine and cosine waves (eiwx )
of "infinite duration". The amount of FT represents the contribution of each sine wave at
each frequency, in fact the above inner product expresses how close the signal f(x) is to the
a wave with the frequency of w. The Fourier transform has been used as a reliable tool in
signal analysis for 200 years. It has proven to be incredibly versatile in many applications
(ranging from pattern recognition to image processing and... ). Nevertheless it suffers
from certain limitations. For instance:

• The FT works well if f(x) is composed of a few stationary components (e.g. sine
waves, see Figure 2.l.a). However any abrupt changes (or irregularities) in a non-
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stationary signal is spread over the whole frequency axis in F(w) (like 8(x) --+ 1 or
see Figure 2.1.b). Therefore an analysis adaptive to non-stationary signals requires
more than the Fourier transform.

• From FT of a function we get a measure of irregularities (high frequencies) but this
information is not spatially localized. Because the FT is defined through an integral
which covers the whole spatial domain (J!": ... dx), therefore it is difficult to find
the position of irregularities from FT (Figure 2.1.b).

---+-G_(~lLL
w

f(x)

Xo x

F(w)

w

( a ) ( b )

Figure 2.1: a. To show the advantages of FT; b. To show the disadvantages of FT

2.2 Window Fourier Transform (WFT)

(2.2)WFT{f(x);xo,wo} = f f(x)g(x-xo)e-iwoxdx.

To overcome to above limitations one idea is to look at a signal through a window func
tion g(x) and find the Fourier transform of that area (the resulted information is localized
in there). The window is translated along the spatial axis in order to cover the whole
signal. At a position Xo and for a frequency Wo the WFT of a function f(x) E L2(R) is
defined as :

It measures locally around xo, the amplitude of a spectrum of the sinusoidal wave compo
nents of function f(x) with the center frequency of Wo •

The window function g(x) 'usually' is a real even function and the energy of its Fourier
transform is centered in low frequencies (see Figure 2.2.a and 2.2.b which show this schemat
ically). It can be viewed as the impulse response of a low-pass filter. More precisely any
nontrivial function g(x) E L2(R) to qualify as a window function it must satisfy the re
quirement:

xg(x) E L2(R).

Therefore we can define the center of window (in the space domain) as :

(2.3)

(2.4)
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Figure 2.2: a. and b. A schematic window function and its FT; c. and d. The window of
WFT in the space and frequency domain; e. Resolution cell; f. The cells of DWFT

and the radius of window in the space domain as ax (or the width of window as 2ax ) :

2 J(x - x*)2Ig(x)12dx
ax = J Ig(x)12dx . (2.5)

Because g(x) is an even function and moreover for normalization purposes suppose that
the energy of g(x) is equal to 1 :

(2.6)

therefore we can write 2.4 and 2.5 as :

(2.7)
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when we have g(x - xo), it is a window function in this interval (see Figure 2.2.c) :

(2.8)

The WFT in 2.2 can also be interpreted as the inner product of the function f(x) with the
family of functions :

WFT{f(x);xo,wo} =< f(x),g(x - xo)eiwOx > ; (xo,wo) E R2.

(2.9)

(2.10)

This gives us the local frequency information of f(x) in the space window 2.8 (see Figure
2.2.c).

If G(w) is the Fourier transform of a window function g(x) defined as 2.3, then it is also
in L2(R) due to the Parsval theorem, but not necessarily satisfy in 2.3 (the wG(w) E L2(R)
is not necessarily true). Hence a spatially window function may not be a window function
in the frequency domain.

Example : The box function

¢(x) = { ~

and the Haar function

1fH(X) = { ~l

O~x<l

otherwise

O~x<~
~~x<l
otherwise

are window function in the space domain, because they have limited duration (compact
support) so satisfy 2.3. But they are not continuous in the space domain so their Fourier
transforms do not satisfy in 2.3. Therefore they do not have frequency window (local
ization in the frequency domain) and we can not use them for both space and frequency
localization.

Now suppose that G(w) also satisfies in 2.3 (wG(w) E L2(R) ) then we can determine
the center of G(w) window the same as 2.4 (but in the w domain) and if g(x) is an even
function then it is so for G(w), we have:

* J wIG(w)1 2dw
w = J IG(w)1 2dw = 0,

and the radius of G(w) window o-w : (or the width of G(w) window 2o-w)

2 J(w - w*)2IG(w)12dw
o-w = J IG(w)1 2dw .

7
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Using Parsval theorem in 2.12 and due to 2.6 and 2.11 we have:

(2.13)

If we take the Fourier transform from the family of 2.9 :

(2.14)

Note that in the Fourier domain G(w) is centered at w = 0, therefore G(w - wo) is in
the interval of (see Figure 2.2.d) :

(2.15)

Moreover by applying the Parsval theorem in 2.2 and 2.10, the WFT{f(x);xo,wo} is
equal to :

Jf(x)g(x - xo)e-iWOXdx

< f(x), g(x - xo)eiwOx >

eixowo J .
-- F(w)G(w - wo)e-ZXOWdw,

27r
eixowo .
-- < F(w), G(w - wo)eZXOW > .

27r

(2.16)

(2.17)

The left side integral (or inner product) shows that the WFT of f(x) at (xo,wo) in the
spatial domain depends upon the value of f(x) in the space interval of 2.8. The right side
integral (or inner product) shows that it depends upon the value of F(w) in the frequency
interval of 2.15.

In fact we can say that :

The WFT{f(x);xo,wo} extracts the information of f(x) from the space window,
centered at xo, and the frequency information of that signal from frequency window,
centered at woo The space-frequency domain which is covered by W FT{f(x); xo, wo}
can thus be interpreted in the space-frequency plane as resolution cell or space
frequency window (see Figure 2.2.e) :

(2.18)

The surface and the shape of the resolution cell is independent from Xo and Wo and the
area of that is always 40"xO"w (see dashed window in the Figure 2.2.e).

Definition: If g(x) E L 2(R) is chosen such that both g(x) and its Fourier transform
G(w) satisfy 2.3 then the window WFT introduced in 2.16 or 2.17 by using g(x) as window
function is called Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT).

Example: Gabor transform (for a > 0) :

8



This is a STFT transform that uses Gaussian function as space window. The interesting
point about ga(x) is that its Fourier transforms is also a Gaussian function, therefore both
satisfy in 2.3.

For accurate space-frequency localization, one chooses a window function g(x) such
that the resolution cell has sufficiently small area therefore the question is whether there
is a minimum for that area (4(Jx(Jw) and how much it is :

Theorem 1 (Uncertainty Principle) Let g(x) E L2(R) zs so chosen that both g(x)
and its Fourier transform G(w) satisfy 2.3 then

(2.19)

furthermore equality is attained (the smallest area or the highest resolution) if g(x) zs a
Gaussian function as Gabor transform.

Proof: See [15].
In some application a larger window must be chosen in order to achieve other desirable

properties such as computational and implementation effectiveness.

Properties of a WFT :

• The WFT is an isometry transform from L2 (R) to L2(R2
) (to a proportionally coef

ficient) :

JIf(x)1 2dx = 2~ JJIWFT{f(x);x,w}1 2dwdx.

• The function f(x) is reconstructed from its WFT with formula:

f(x) = 2~ JJW FT{f(x); x', w'}g(x - x')eiW'Xdw'dx'.

These two relation can be proven by applying the Parsval Theorem and using the
definition of WFT.

• The WFT is a redundant representation. If instead of computing the WFT for all
values of (x,w) E R 2 , we sample both x and w uniformly, the representation is still
complete and stable.

Lets X s and W s be the sampling intervals in both domains. A Discrete Window
Fourier Transform (DWFT) is defined by :

DWFT{f(x); m, n} = W FT{f(x); mxs , nws }. (2.20)

This corresponds to a uniform sampling of the place of resolution cells. The center
of resolution cell is placed on the points which are indicated in Figure 2.2.£ and the
information of area A is represented by a coefficient belongs to the point of a.

9



Daubechies [13] made a complete study of the completeness and stability of a DWFT.
Intuitively the sampling intervals X s and W s must be chosen in order to cover the whole
space-frequency plane with resolution cells. The properties of DWFT are depended
on g(x - mxs)einwsx; (m, n) E Z2. In order to be invertible and to have a bounded
invert, it is shown that X s and W s must satisfy:

(2.21)

When it is 27l" we reach the Nyquist frequency limit where the DWFT does not have
bounded invert.

Note that when we use small resolution cell (8 = 4ax aw ~ 2) then to cover all
space-frequency plane we need at least 7l" times smaller sampling intervals than 27l"
(xsws = 4axaw~ 2 < 27l") .

• The Fourier Transform can be viewed as a WFT with a resolution cells which is very
long in the space domain and very short in the frequency domain. In fact it precisely
determines the frequency of w element of the signal, but instead the space window is
infinite (see the solid rectangular of Figure 2.2.f).

Drawbacks of WFT

We saw that the spatial and frequency resolution of a WFT is constant, therefore:

• In the spatial domain the information provided by this decomposition is unlocalized
within intervals of size ax. For example if signal has a discontinuity like an edge,
with a WFT it is difficult to locate this edge with a precision better than ax (see
Figure 2.3.a). This means the WFT for x = Xo and for high w shows larger amplitude
(because of edge) but this edge could be in any place of interval ax (the rms width
of window g(x)).

WI---O:x
WI

- - - it>.

'"
Xl

( a )

~
WI

o

( b )

W2
~

wQ_

, '"b

( c )

Figure 2.3: Examples to show the drawbacks of WFT

This disadvantage is somehow the same as that of Fourier transform. There it was
difficult to find the location of an irregularity in whole signal (the FT is like a WFT
with infinite window) but here uncertainty is reduced to the rms width of window.
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• The fixed resolution also introduces misleading high frequencies when decomposing
local features.

For example let e(x) be an edge as shown in the Figure 2.3.b,c at position Xo = °
and suppose that:

{
° . x < _Llx

¢(x) = ~[1 +sin(;xx)] ; _~x <2X ~ +~x
C ; +~x < X

So this edge is a pure sinusoidal signal with frequency Wo = ;x centered at origin
and with width .6.x and in the other places it is a constant amount. Now consider
two situations :

- First the width of window, centered at Xo = 0, is .6.x (Figure 2.3.c). In
this interval we only have a pure frequency Wo, therefore the amplitude of
W FT{e(x); 0, w} for w = Wo is big and for other frequencies is very small.

- Second the width of window, centered at Xo = 0, is bigger than .6.x (Figure
2.3.b). As it is clear in this interval we have a pure frequency Wo for a short
duration (very localized in that area) and because of turning points at - ;x and
+;x we will have other frequency specially higher than Wo . Therefore we do
not expect that at Xo = °the amplitude of WFT decreases very quickly when
w gets bigger than wo.
Although the signal e(x) is locally a pure sinusoidal wave of frequency Wo the
W FT{e(x); 0, 2wo} is still about half the value of W FT{e(x); 0, wo}. This nu
merical property makes it hard to interpret the WFT coefficients when the
features are very localized with respect to the size of the support of g(x) .

• The localization limits is generally is not acceptable. If the signal has important
feature of very different sizes we can not define an optimal resolution cell for analyzing
the signal. This is typically the case with images. For example in the image of a
house, the pattern we want to analyze might range from overall structure of the house
to the details on one of the window curtains. With a given window size it is difficult
to analyze both the fine and the large structures. If all the patterns in our signals
appear approximately at the same scale then we can define an optimal fixed window
and use the WFT.

In order to avoid these inconveniences of fixed resolution cell Morlet defined a decompo
sition based on dilation with different resolutions. This decomposition is called Wavelet
Transform.

2.3 Wavelet Transform

As we saw a flexible space-frequency window in STWT is necessary. Since the frequency
of a signal is directly proportional to the length of its cycle, it follows that for 'high
frequency spectral information' the space interval should be relatively small to give some
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enough accuracy and for 'low-frequency spectral information' the space interval should be
relatively wide to give the same amount of accuracy in information. In other words it
is important to have a flexible resolution cell that automatically narrows at high center
frequency, and widens at low center-frequency. To achieve this we define a window function
'ljJ(x) which, as well as its Fourier transform \lJ(w), has sufficiently fast decay so that they
can be used as window functions. The center of its space window x· is defined as 2.4 but
the center of its frequency window w· is defined as :

. ftXl wl\lJ(w)j 2dw
w = ftXl 1\lJ(w)1 2dw '

(2.22)

(because \lJ(w) is a bandpass signal) and its space and frequency widths ((Jx,(Jw) as 2.5 and
2.12. Therefore its resolution cell is (see also the middle part of Figure 2.4) :

w

w·

x·
al

----l,-~f:!-,_-~------------------~~~~~~-----1
... I' . . I I I
... i . . I I I
... I . . . L I J

I I
I I

I a2 < 1 I
I I
I I

l ~-~ :---------r-----------:
1 : i L---------r-----------J

I I I
I I I
I I I
I

b+x· x

Figure 2.4: The resolution cells of wavelet function and its dilated forms and translated
forms (dashed ones)

(2.23)
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(2.24)

The wavelet transform is defined by the decomposition of a signal into a family of functions
va'IjJ(a(x - b)) , (a, b) E (R+, R) which are the dilation and translation of the unique
function 'IjJ(x), named basic or mother Wavelet.

Let us denote the dilation of 'IjJ(x) by a factor a as (see the solid part of Figure 2.4) :

1 w
'ljJa(x) = va'IjJ(ax) ----t 'lJa(w) = r,;-'lJ(-).

ya a

The translation of 'ljJa(x) means to change the position of space window along x axis
and it is (see the dashed part of Figure 2.4) :

'ljJa,b(X) = 'ljJa(x - b) = va'IjJ(a(x - b)). (2.25)

By this way the space window covers all parts of the signal. Then the resolution cell of
'ljJa,b(X) will be :

x* Clx x* Clx * *[b + - - -, b+ - + -] x law - aClw , aw + aClw ].
a a a a

In Figure 2.4 the resolution cell is shown for al > 1 and a2 < 1.

Definition: If 'IjJ(x) E L 2(R) satisfies the admissibilty condition:

1+00 1'lJ(w)12 10 1'lJ(-w)12
CtfJ = dw = dw < +00,

o w -00 w

(2.26)

(2.27)

then 'IjJ(x) is called "basic or mother Wavelet". Given a basic wavelet the Continuous
Wavelet Transform (CWT) on f(x) E L2(R) is defined as :

Remarks:

CWT{f(x);a,b} = Jf(X)'ljJa,b(X)dx ; (a,b) E (R+,R). (2.28)

• It is not necessary for 'IjJ(x) to be a STFT window, in which both 'IjJ(x) and 'lJ(w)
satisfy 2.3, but if they do then there will be a resolution cell with area given by 4Clx Clw •

• If 'IjJ(x) and 'lJ(w) satisfy 2.3, it follows 'lJ(w) is a continuous function. We have:

'lJ(0) = 0 or J'IjJ(x)dx = O. (2.29)

This implies that 'lJ (w) is also small enough in the neighborhood of w = 0, therefore
'IjJ(x) can be interpreted as the impulse response of a bandpass filter. This is also the
reason that 'IjJ(x) is called a "small wave or wavelet". This property is not possessed
by any window of STFT and this gives us an extra degree of freedom for introducing
a dilation parameter in order to make the space-frequency flexible.

13



• The CWT defined in 2.28 can be written as :

CWT{f(x); a, b} < f(x), 'l/Ja,b(X) >
f(x) * 'l/Ja( -X)lx=b,

(2.30)

(2.31)

so it can be viewed as filtering of f(x) with a bandpass filter whose impulse response
is 'l/Ja( -x) with the passband:

(2.32)

• The expression 2.30 shows that for every pair (a, b) E (R+, R) the information of
f(x) inside the resolution cell 2.26 is extracted and gives the amount of CWT at
(a, b). The flexible resolution cell enables the CWT to zoom into irregularities of the
signal and to characterize them locally.

• For normalization purposes, we suppose that the energy of 'l/Ja(x) is equal to 1.

(2.33)

• For some applications it is useful to use a complex wavelet in order to separate a
phase and modulus component from the wavelet transform [3], but throughout this
report we will only consider real wavelets.

• In the following discussion the center frequency of w(w) is assumed to be positive
(w*). In doing so we may think about the window of 'l/Ja( -x) as a frequency band
(or octave band) with center frequency aw* and bandwidth 2aaw • The importance
of this identification is that the ratio:

center frequency aw* w*

bandwidth 2aaw 2aw
(2.34)

Hence an adaptive bandpass filter, with a pass band given by 2.32 has the property
that the center frequency to bandwidth ratio is independent of the location of the
center frequency. This is called Constant-Q filtering.

The properties of a CWT

• To reconstruct f(x) from its CWT :

Theorem 2 Let 'l/J(x) be a basic wavelet that satisfies 2.3 then:

1+00 1:00

CWT{f(x); a, b}CWT{g(x); a, b}dadb = C1/1 < f(x), g(x) > (2.35)

for all f(x), g(x) E L2(R), furthermore for any f(x) E L2(R) and x E R which f(x)
is continuous:

1 1+00 J+oof(x) = -c CWT{f(x); a, b}'l/Ja,b(X)dbda.
1/1 0 -00

14
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The 2.36 is called Inverse Continuous Wavelet Transform (ICWT).

• The CWT can be discretized by sampling both the dilation parameter a and the
translation parameter b. In order to build a complete representation we must cover
the space-frequency plane with resolution cells as shown in the Figure 2.4. This
can be done by an exponential sampling of the dilation parameter as aj = a j (a is
dilation step). In every step of j we have "frequency channel" in such a way that it
totally covers all w axis. Here the frequency window jumps to the next one and does
not move continuously as before therefore we can speak about the frequency channel.
In every frequency channel we must sample the decomposed signal uniformly in the
space domain at a rate proportional to a j

. Let ~ be the sampling rate then the

translation parameter is bk = ~ .
Daubouchies [12] has studied the properties of the family 'IjJ j !s!!(x) , (j, k) E Z2. The

Q 'QJ

Wavelet Series Transform (WST) is defined by choosing a = 2 and f3 = 1. This
facilitate the computational implementation, then we can write:

W ST{f(x); j, k}
. k

CWT{f(x);a = 2J ,b =~}
2J

Jf(X)'ljJj,k(X)dx =< f(x), 'ljJj,k(X) >

Jf(x)'ljJj(x - ~)dX = f(x) * 'ljJj(-x)lx=~'

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

Note that from now on we use the notation of :

and it should not be confused by 'ljJa,b(X) defined in 2.25.

(2.40)

• In fact we sample the position of the center of resolution cells in the CWT in such
way that those cells cover the space frequency plane (see Figure 2.5). Therefore this
is a transform from L2(R) ---+ J2(Z2).

• To reconstruct a function from its WST coefficients, it is requir~d that 'ljJj,k(X) is a
biorthogonal family [15]. This means that there is a function 'ljJj,k(X) which is the
dual function of 'ljJj,k(X) in the sense that:

< 'ljJj,k(X), ,¢jl,kl(X) >= o[j - j']o[k - k/].

Therefore we can write the reconstruction formula as :

f(x) = L:L:WST{f(x);j,k},¢j,k(X).
j k

(2.41)

(2.42)

This is called the Inverse Wavelet Series Transform (IWST). The orthogonal
wavelets are a special case of biorthogonal ones by requiring that 'ljJj,k(X) = '¢j,k(X).
This is a very important class of the WST which was found independently by Mayer
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Figure 2.5: The resolution cells of WST

and Stromberg [3]. Throughout this report we will only consider this kind of wavelet.
In the forth chapter we will discuss the orthogonal WST in detail.

For the WST there are more constrains on the basic wavelet function than 2.27. For
more details refer to [13] and [15] .

• If the variable x as well as (a, b) takes discrete values, which is recognized as a natural
wavelet transform for the discrete signals f(n~x)(nEZ), then the result is called the
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). It is clear that this the only one which
can be computed numerically and the CWT and WST have to be approximated by
the DWT coefficients in practice. In the third chapter we will discuss the DWT in
detail.
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Chapter 3

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)

Multi-resolution transforms try to represent input signal which is considered discrete signal
in this chapter, in the different resolutions. In every step they produce coarser form of the
previous step.

Multi-resolution transforms have been studied in computer vision since the work of
Rosenfeld and Thurston on multi-scale edge detection and Marr theory of low level vision
[3]. In the images at different resolution the details of an image generally characterize the
different types of physical structures. For example a coarse resolution satellite image of
a coast gives a description of only the overall shape of the coast. When the resolution of
image is increased we are able to successively distinguish the local relief of region and if
the resolution gets ever finer we can recognize the different types of local vegetation.

In order to process these different structures separately researchers in the computer
vision have tried to extract the difference of information between the approximation
of image at two different resolutions. Therefore here we have two concepts about a discrete
signal its coarser resolution forms and its details between two successive resolutions.

To decompose a signal into its lower resolution and corresponding details two methods
were developed independently [1] in the late seventies and early eighties which lead natu
rally to discrete wavelet transform namely "Sub-band coding" [CRI 76],[CRO 76],[EST 77]
and "Pyramidal" coding ( Gaussian,Laplassian) or multi-resolution signal analysis [BUR
83].

In the next section we first explain pyramidal coding, in the second sub-band coding
, in the the third section we will review the properties which the filters of sub-band algo
rithm should meet to make algorithm work. Next we will see that these constraints relate
those filters to orthonormal basis of wavelet transforms therefore sub-band coding can be
interpreted as DWT, finally in the last section the DWT is summarized.

3.1 The multi-resolution pyramid

Given an original sequence x[n] , (n E Z). We derive a lower resolution signal by low-pass
filtering with a half-band low-pass filter having impulse response w[n]. Following Nyquist's
rule, we can subsample by two (drop every other sample), thus doubling the scale in the
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analysis. This results in a signal y[n] given by (see Figure 3.1.a) :

z[n] = L x[k]w[n - k],
k

y[n] = z[2n] = Lx[k]w[2n - k].
k

(3.1)

The resolution changes is obtained by low-pass filter (loss of high frequency detail). The
scale change is due to to sub-sampling by two, since a shift by two in the original signal
x[n] results in a shift by one in y[n].

Now based on this low-pass and sub-sampled version of x[n], we try to find an approx
imation x'[n], to the original signal. This is done by first up-sampling y[n] by two (that
is, inserting a zero between every samples) since we need a signal at the original scale for
comparison.

y'[2n] = y[n] ; y'[2n + 1] = O.

Then y'[n] is interpolated with a filter with a impulse response w'[n] to obtain the approx
imation x'[n], see Figure 3.1.b.

x'[n] Ly'[k]w'[n - k]
k

Ly'[2k]w'[n - 2k] + Ly'[2k + l]w'[n - 2k - 1],
k k

so :
x'[n] = Ly[k]w'[n - 2k].

k

(3.2)

Note that if w[n] and w'[n]were perfect half-band filters (having a frequency passband
equal to 1 over the normalized frequency range (-;, ~) and equal to 0 elsewhere), then
the Fourier transform of x'[n] would be equal to the Fourier transform of x[n] over the
frequency range (-2'1r, ~) while being equal to zero elsewhere. That is x'[n] would be a
perfect half-band low-pass approximation to x[n].

Of course in general x'[n] is not going to be equal to x[n] (it is equal when x[n] it
self is a half-band signal). Therefore we compute the the difference between x'[n] (our
approximation based on y[n]) and x[n]

d[n] = x[n] - x'[n]. (3.3)

It is obvious that x[n] can be reconstructed by adding d[n] and x'[n]. The whole process
is shown in Figure 3.1.c.

The scheme can be iterated on y[n], creating a hierarchy of lower resolution signals
Yl, Y2, Y3,' .. ,YK and corresponding difference signals d}, d2, d3, . .. ,dK. Because of the
hierarchy and the fact that signal becomes shorter and shorter ( or image become smaller
and smaller) such scheme is called signal or image pyramid. One important family
of filters w[n] resembles the Gaussian probability distribution so the sequence y is called
Gaussian pyramid and d sequence is called Laplassian pyramid [2]. However ,there
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x[n] z[n] y[n]-I w[n] I@I----
( a )

_y_[n_]--+0 y'[n]

( b )

x'[n]Iw'[n] If----

x[n]

x'[n]

+
L.- __+( +

Decomposition

y[n]

d[n]

( c )

x'[n]

x[n]

Reconstruction

Figure 3.1: a. Filtering and down-sampling; b. Up-sampling and filtering; c. The multi
resolution pyramidal algorithm

has to be some redundancy in this algorithm since a signal with a sampling rate is is
mapped into two signals y[n] and d[n] with sampling rate it and is ,respectively. In
the case of a perfect half-band low-pass filter, it is obvious that d[n] contains exactly the
frequencies above I of x[n] and thus d[n] can be sub-sampled by two as well without loss
of information. Therefore in the pyramid scheme the signals d1 , d2 , d3 , • •• , dK do not
correspond to the difference of "information" between Yl, Y2, Y3,'" l YK. Another reason
for that is : the number of the outcomes of the decomposition of a signal with N samples
by this method into d1 l d2 , d3l ••• is

N N N
N +"2 + 4+"8+ = 2N

(in the images it would be N 2+ ~2 + ~: + ~: + = ~N2 ). We see that the number of
sampIes representing the original signal is increased by a factor two in one dimension and
by a factor ~ in two dimensions. This is due to the correlation between the details in the
different resolutions.

The correlation can be understood and suppressed with the multi-resolution Wavelet
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model in the next section. It is indeed possible to extract exactly the difference of infor
mation between two successive resolutions by decomposing the signal into an orthonormal
wavelet basis.

3.2 Sub-band Coding scheme

We have seen that above system creates a redundant set of samples. More precisely one
stage of a pyramid decomposition leads to both a half rate low resolution and a full rate dif
ference signal, resulting an increase in the number of samples by 50 % . This oversampling
can be avoided [1] if the filter w[n] and w'[n] meet certain conditions [VET 90b].

We now look at a different scheme instead, where no such redundancy appears. It
is the so-called "Sub-band Coding scheme" first popularized in speech compression [CRI
76,CRO 76,EST 77 (from [1])]. The low-pass sub-sampled approximation ern] is obtained
exactly as explained above with low-pass filter horn], but instead of a difference signal we
compute the detail signal d[n] as a high-pass filtered version of x[n] (using a filter with
impulse response go[n] ), followed by sub-sampling by two. It is obvious that if the horn]
is an ideal half-band low-pass filter, then an ideal half-band high-pass filter go[n] will lead
to a perfect representation of the original signal into two sub-sampled versions.

To reconstruct we first up-sample ern] and d[n] and then filter the results by LPF
h~[n] and HPF gb[n] respectively and add these results according Figure 3.2.a. Unlike
the pyramid the reconstructed signal x[n] is not identical to x[n] unless the filters meet
some specific constraints. Filters that meet these constraints are said to have perfect
reconstruction property ([1] there are a number of papers investigating the design of perfect
reconstruction filter banks [MIN 85,SMI 86,VAI 88,VET 86]). What is more interesting is
that it is not necessary to use ideal, that impractical, filters and yet x[n] can be recovered.
The easiest case to analyze appears when the decomposition and reconstruction filters in
the Figure 3.2.a are identical ( within time reversal see Figure 3.2.b) :

{
h~[n] = h[n] ; horn] = h[-n]
gb[n] = g[n] ; go[n] = g[-n]

and this is the case which we will study in the next section in details. When perfect
reconstruction is achieved (that is x[n] = x[n] within a possible shift) then it can be
shown that the sub-band coding corresponds to a decomposition onto an orthonormal
basis.

In this part the formulas corresponding Figure 3.2.b are presented, because of similarity
with pyramid case (3.1 , 3.2) we do not bring reasons here.

ern] L: x[k]h[k - 2n], (3.4)
k

d[n] L: x[k]g[k - 2n], (3.5)
k

x[n] L: e[k]h[n - 2k] + d[k]g[n - 2k]. (3.6)
k
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x[n]
ern]

d[n]

x[n]

x[n]

( a )

.----~_-----'_®__ ern]

d[n]

x[n]

( b )

Decomposition Reconstruction

Figure 3.2: Sub-band Coding scheme (only one dec/rec) : a. with different dec/rec filters;
b. with the same dec/rec filters

From 3.4 , 3.5 and 3.6 it is also clear that the decomposition and reconstruction filters
are identical with time reversal. Note that we have assumed linear processing throughout.
If nonlinear processing is involved (like quantization) the oversampled nature of pyramid
scheme described in the preceding section may actually lead to greater robustness.

3.3 The properties of h[n] and g[n] (in the orthogonal
cases)

I. For every series a[n] E l2(Z) the operations:

L a[n]h[n - 2k],
n

L a[n]g[n - 2k],
n

to be bounded :

{
I:n Ih[n]1 < +00
L:n Ig[n] I < +00

(3.7)

II. Exact reconstruction in the one step decomposition and reconstruction:

We have a[n] as input series and decompose it :

elk] = L a[n]h[n - 2k],
n
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d[k] = L a[n]g[n - 2k],
n

then reconstruct them :

a'[m] - L(e[k]h[m - 2k] + d[k]g[m - 2k])
k

L(L a[n]h[n - 2k]h[m - 2k] + L a[n]g[n - 2k]g[m - 2k])
k n n

- L a[n] L(h[n - 2k]h[m - 2k] + g[n - 2k]g[m - 2k])
n k

- L a[n]o[m - n]
n

- arm].

so the condition for above equality is :

omn = o[m - n] = L(h[n - 2k]h[m - 2k] + g[n - 2k]g[m - 2k]). (3.8)
k

III. Orthogonality :

To remove correlation in the original signal as much as possible. We have decomposed
input a[n] as Figure 3.3.a :

a[n] ______ ® ern]
I I

------~ h[-n]~ 12 -------
L I

( a ) ( b )

Figure 3.3: The concept of orthogonality

Now if we reconstruct the "d part" to have d'[n] and then pass this result through
h[n] :

d'[n] = L d[k]g[n - 2k],
k
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e'[m] L d'[n]h[n - 2m]
n

L L d[k]g[n - 2k]h[n - 2m]
n k

L d[k] L h[n - 2m]g[n - 2k].
k n

The result should be zero so that not to add anything to ern], therefore:

L h[n - 2m]g[n - 2k] = o.
n

(3.9)

We will get the same result if do the same procedure for "c part" as Figure 3.3.b.

By this way we make the decomposition as sharp as possible.

IV. To be h[n] and g[n] as LPF and HPF :

If we have an input like (see Figure 3.4) :

{
I if In[ 5:. N

a[n] = 0 if others

The h[n] and g[n] are such a way that for a small €

",

" '1 ~ n ( C )
!f - no !f + no

r

1 - 1 - ~ -~[~]r
------1D~·~·~·~·~ lJjjj·~·~·~·~·~O~~ n

-N N

i
ern]

,,,'" ,,' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' - ", I

~ I I I :;:.. n
-!f - no -!f + no !f - no !f + no

( a )

( b )

Figure 3.4: To show the low-pass and high-pass properties of h[n] and g[n]

L Ih[n] I < +€,
Inl~no

L Ig[n] I< +€,
Inl~no

for no « N.

If we decompose an input to ern] and d[n] we know that:
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- ern] is as average of input, a low pass or blurred version of it,

- d[n] is details of it, a high pass version of it.

So with above input and for the regions far from the edges of a[n] (Figure 3.4.b,c).

elk] = L: a[n]h[n - 2k] = L: h[n - 2k] = C :::}
n n

d[k] = L: a[n]g[n - 2k] = L: g[n - 2k] = 0 :::}

L:h[n] = C,
n

L:g[n] = o.
n n n

For N -+ 00 edges affects become negligible.

Because orthogonality preserves energy [12],[5] :

so

{
Lnh[n] = V2
Lng[n] = 0 .

3.4 Other forms of above conditions

(3.10)

We shall rewrite above conditions in various ways which make them more tractable to
analysis and we may see them in the many references.

Other forms of condition 2 and 3

To get rid of factor 2 we define :

{

a[n] = h[2n]
b[n] = h[2n + 1]
ern] = g[2n]
d[n] = h[2n + 1]

• using in condition 2 (3.8) :

-+ A(w) = L na[n]e-inw
-+ B(w) = Lnb[n]e-inw
-+ C(w) = Lne[n]e-inw
-+ D(w) = Ln d[n]e-inw

(3.11)

L:(h[n - 2k]h[m - 2k] + g[n - 2k]g[m - 2k]) = 8[m - n].
k

We will have three cases a ,b ,c :

a. n = 2n' and m = 2m' then :

L:(h[2(n' - k)]h[2(m' - k)] +g[2(n' - k)]g[2(m' - k)]) = 8[2(m' -n')] = 8[m' -n'l,
k

L:(a[n' - k]a[m' - k] + ern' - k]c[m' - k]) = 8[m' - n'],
k
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assume m' = 0 then we can write:

a[n'] *a[-n'] + e[n'] *e[-n'] = 8[n'l,

taking discrete Fourier transform :

A(w).A(w) + C(w)C(w) = 1;

b. n = 2n' + 1 and m = 2m' + 1 then :

L)b[n' - k]b[m' - k] + d[n' - k]d[m' - k]) = 8[m' - n'l,
k

with similar way:
B(w)B(w) + D(w)D(w) = 1;

c. n = 2n' and m = 2m' + 1 then:

(3.12)

(3.13)

L)h[2(n'-k)]h[2(m'-k)+I]+g[2(n'-k)]g[2(m'-k)+I]) = 8[2(m'-n')+I] = 0,
k

L)a[n' - k]b[m' - k] + e[n' - k]d[m' - k]) = 0,
k

A(w)B(w) + C(w)D(w) = 0

(n = 2n' + 1 and m = 2m' has the same result) .

• Using in condition 3 (3.9) :

L h[n - 2m]g[n - 2k] = O.
n

The left hand side can be written in terms of even and odd n :

L h[2n' - 2m]g[2n' - 2k] +L h[2n' - 2m + l]g[2n' - 2k + 1] = 0,
n' n'

L a[n' - m]e[n' - k] +L b[n' - m]d[n' - k] = 0,
n' n'

A(w)C(w) + B(w)D(w) = o.

Last conditions are not independent. From 3.14 and 3.15 we can write:

{
C(w) = ei>,(w>B(w)
D(w) = -ei>'(w>.A(w) ,

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

A(W) is a real function such that A(W + 7r) - A(W) = 2m7r for m E Z and we have these
conclusions from 3.16 :
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i. One solution is A(W) = mw with this and taking inverse Fourier transform from 3.16
we have:

{
e[n'] = b[m - n'] - g[2n'] = h[2m - 2n' + 1]
d[n'] = -arm - n'] - g[2n' + 1] = -h[2m - 2n'] .

The left-hand sides of above equations express g[n] in the even and odd points,that
can be merged as :

g[n] = (-lth[2m + 1 - n],

with setting m = 0 :
g[n] = (-lth[l- n].

ii. Also from 3.12 and 3.13 :
IA(wW + IB(w)1 2= 1.

From this we can deduce:

ii.1 If we introduce H(w) = ~n h[n]e-inw then:

H(w) = L: a[n]e-in2w + L: b[n]e-iw e-in2w ,
n n

H(w) = A(2w) + e-iwB(2w),

H(w + 71") = A(2w) - e-iw B(2w).

From these two we can have :

{
A(2w) = !.(H(w) + H(w + 71"))
B(2w) = leiW(H(w) - H(w + 71")) ,

putting in 3.19 :
IH(w)1 2 + IH(w + 71")1 2 = 2.

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

- Filters which satisfy in 3.20 are called Conjugate Quadrature Filters (CQF)
family.

- Because g[n] is mirror of h[n] , both are called Quadrature Mirror Filters
(QMF).

ii.2 Also from 3.19 we can write:

A(w)A(w) + B(w)B(w) = 1,

a[n] *a[-n] + b[n] *b[-n] = 8[n],

L:(a[-k]a[n - k] + b[-k]b[n - k]) = 8[n].
k

Withn = l- m:

L:(a[-k]a[l - m - k] + b[-k]b[l - m - k]) = 8[l- m],
k
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and k = l- k' :

L)a[k' - l]a[k' - m] + b[k' - l]b[k' - m]) = 8[l - m],
k'

L)h[2k' - 2l]h[2k' - 2m] + h[2k' + 1 - 2l]h[2k' + 1 - 2m]) = 8[l - m],
k'

L: h[k - 2l]h[k - 2m] = 8[l - m]. (3.21)
k

This expresses both orthogonality and exact reconstruction properties that implies
these results :

Rl. If we have a series like elm] :

elm] L: e[l]8[m - l]
I

L: ell] L: h[k - 2l]h[k - 2m]
I k

L: L: e[l]h[k - 2l]h[k - 2m]
k I

L:a'[k]]h[k - 2m]
k

e'[m].

The right-hand side expresses that if we reconstruct elm] via h[n] and then
decompose it by the same h[n] the result d[m] will be the same as elm].

R2. The same relation is also hold for g[n] and if we do rec/dec for elm] via g[n] the
result also will be the same.

R3. To have a better idea from 3.21 we can set m = 0 and so :

L: h[k - 2l]h[k] = 8[l],
k

(3.22)

this means to have both orthogonality and exact reconstruction properties h[n]
should be orthogonal itself for even shifts.

Other forms of condition 4

It is obvious from 3.10 that:

H(O) =L: h[n] =-12,
n

L: g[n] = L:(-1)nh[1 - n] =L: h[1 - 2n'] - L: h[-2n'] = 0,
n n n' n'

-12L:h[2n+ 1] = L:h[2n] =-.
n n 2
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- All H(w) satisfying all above conditions necessarily are divisible by (1 + eiw ) :

H(e iW = -1) = 2:)-1th[n] = I: h[2n + 1] - I: h[2n],
n n n

from 3.24 this is zero, so :

(3.25)

Any choice of 271" periodic function satisfying 3.23 and 3.20 and 3.7 leads to filter h[n] and
via 3.18 to g[n] which satisfy in all first conditions.

3.5 Introducing a regularity condition

In the preceeding section we derived and discussed a set of necessary and sufficient con
ditions directly on the filters for Sub-band Coding Scheme to work. All these conditions
concerned with only what happened in the one step dec/rec. It is also important that
iterated reconstruction applied to a sequence consisting of only one non-zero entry looks
still nice even after several iterations.

A discrete signal cJ[n] is decomposed to dJ-dn], dJ-1[n] ... , d1[n], do[n], corn]. Now
suppose that all dJ- 1... do are zero and only the last entry is corn] = 8[n]. Then if we
reconstruct these using 3.6 but, as a step towards continuous signal we will replace 8[n] by
a box function II1(x) (it is a function which is one if -./ < x < ~ and zero elsewhere) [12].
By iteration:

II1(x),

hI: h[n]1Jo(2x - n),
n

hI: h[n]1JJ-l(2x - n),
n

(3.26)

• This technique can be used to implement cj>(x) and 'I/J(x) from h[n] graphically (see
chapter 5).

• The regularity condition imposes restriction on h[n] in such way that 1JJ(x) and at
last 1Joo(x) look reasonably nice function and not messy one in sense that it belongs
to GCt in continuity for a ~ 1. (a = 1 : function itself is continuous, a = 2 : function
and its first derivative are continuous, ... ).

• By taking Fourier transform from 3.26 :

1 w w w W
1JJ(w) = y'2H("2)1JJ-l("2) = M("2)1JJ-l("2)'

define M(w) = 0.H(w) or m[n] = 0.h[n].
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By iteration:

J W W

[;II M(2 j )]1]0(2i)
J=l

J . w

IT M ( w. ) sm~
j=l 2J 2J+l

for J --+ +00 : . w

1· (w) sm 2T-IT = 1.1m 1]0 ---:- = w
J-+oo 2J 2J +1

So:
00 w

1]00 (w) = IT M (---:- ).
j=l 2J

(3.28)

To avoid situations like messy and uncontinuous 1]oo(x) Daubouchies in [12] required that

: 1]00(w) has sufficient decay so that 1]00 (x) is sufficiently regular (at least continuous).

11 : 1]J(x) converges to 1]oo(x) pointwise for J --+ +00.

Theorem 1 To ensure i, if h[n] satisfies:

- M(w) = ~H(w) = [H1 + eiw)]NF(w),

- which F(w) = Enf[n]e-inW with En lJ[n]llnIE < 00 for some € > 0,

- and B = sup IF(w)1 < 2N
-

1
,

then 1]00(x) is continuous. To ensure ii, moreover above:

- IH(w)1 2 + IH(w + 71")1 2 = 2,

- H(O) =)2;

then 1]J(x) is converges pointwise to 1]oo(x).

Proof: see [12].

• In the proof of this at first 1]0 (x) is considered as

{

1 + x -1 < x < 0
1]o(x) = 1 - x 0 ~ x ~ 1

o otherwise

then it is proved for Box function. Therefor for graphical implementation of 1]oo(x)
from h[n] we can also use this function to start for iteration.
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• The condition M(w) = [HI + eiw)]NF(w) implies that M(w) therefor H(w) satisfies
m:

dk H(w)
dw k IW=1r = 0,

for k = 0, ... , N - 1. That means:

H(w) = L h[n]e-inw ,
n

with w = 1r :

n

(3.29)

(3.30)

for k = 0, ... , N - 1.

Note that according 3.24 for k = 0 it is satisfied necessarily. The condition of 3.30 is
usually used for h[n].

3.6 Equivalence between the conditions of discrete fil
ters and those of multi-resolution analysis

So far we have completed our program of writing a set of explicit conditions on the h[n], g[n]
whiteout reference to a multi-resolution analysis background, which makes Sub-band Cod
ing work and moreover leads to filters whit sufficient regularity. In 1986, Mallat was
working on image analysis to study images simultaneously at different scales. When first
learned about the Mayer wavelet bassis, he was stimulated to view orthonormal basis as
a tool to describe mathematically the increment in the information needed to go from a
coarse approximation to a higher resolution approximation. It turns out that any sequence
of h[n] satisfying the conditions in preceeding sections corresponds to a multi-resolution
analysis (Multi-resolution analysis will be discussed in the next chapter). By the next
theorem we will see that l1oo(X) is the exactly as ¢(x) from multi-resolution structure.

Theorem 2 Let h[n] be a sequence such that:

i- l:n Ih[n] Ilnl€ < 00 for some f > 0 ,

ii- IH(w)j2 + IH(w + 1r)1 2 = 2 or equally l:k h[k - 2l]h[k - 2m] = 8[l - m],

iii- H(O) = l:n h[n] = y'2,

, suppose also that M(w) = ~l:n h[n]e-inw = [!(1 + eiw)]NF(w),

iv- l:n lJ[n]llnl€ < 00 for some f > 0,

v- B = sup IF(w)1 < 2N
-

1
•
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Define:
g[n] = (-lth[l - n],

00 w
<ll(w) = II M(~),

j=l 2J

'Ij;(x) = V22: g[n]¢(2x - n).
n

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

Then ¢j,k(X) = 2i¢(2jx - k) define a multi-resolution analyses.
The 'lj;j,k(X) = 2i'lj;(2jx - k) are the associated orthonormal wavelet basis.

Proof: see[12].

• The link between the present construction (DWT) and the "Conjugated Quadrature
Filters" of Smith and Barnwell is that any of their conjugated quadrature filters will
satisfy all the conditions in section 3.3. Provided they also satisfy the regularity
condition in 3.30 or 3.32, they can be used to construct orthonormal wavelet basis.

• As we see from 3.28 and 3.32 : 1Joo(x) = ¢(x). This, according to the discussion of
section 3.5, gives us an idea about ¢(x) :

If we decompose ¢(x) to its WST coefficients from J = +00 all detail outputs will
be zero and the last one c_oo[n] = 8[n] .

• From 3.32 we can write:

00 w WOO w w w
<ll(w) = II M(~) = M(-2)[II M(~)] = M(-)<ll(-),

j=l 2J j=2 2J 2 2

¢(x) = V2 2: h[n]¢(2x - n),
n

together with 3.33 :
'Ij;(x) = V22:g[n]¢(2x - n)

n

(3.34)

relates h[n], g[n] to ¢(x), 'Ij;(x) of multi-resolution analyses.

• For the meaning of ¢(x) and the WST and multi-resolution analyses see the next
chapter)

3.7 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)

In the previous section we showed how the filters of sub-band coding scheme are related to
wavelets therefore in this section we introduce the DWT similar to that. To achieve finer
frequency resolution at lower frequency (as obtained in continuous wavelet transform), we
iterate the scheme on the lower band. To make it clear consider if h[n] is a good half-band
low-pass filter the first low-band creates a new low-band which will be a quarter of original
signal, the next iteration will give ~ band of original ... (see Figure 3.5.b). Each further
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Figure 3.5: a. The schematic diagram of DWT (solid box) and IDWT (dashed box)j b. The
spectrum of dj and Cj signals when the filters are ideal half-band low-pass and half-band
high-pass

iteration halves the width of the low-band increases its frequency resolution by two but
due to half sampling by two its space (time) resolution halves as well. Obviously in every
stage the upper half-band is represented in corresponding detail part (dj[n] , j < J ).

When we have h[n] (discrete equivalent to ¢(x)) and g[n] (discrete equivalent to 1/J(x))
the decomposition of x[n] into orthonormal basis (DWT) can be described the same as 3.2
and 3.4 (see Figure 3.5.a the solid one) :

DWT{x[n]jj, k} = dj[k] = I:cj+l[n]g[n - 2k], (3.35)
n

in which cJ[n] = x[n] for l ~ j < J and:

Cj[k] = I: cj+dn]h[n - 2k].
n

(3.36)
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If input signal has N samples the DWT of it (dJ- I , dJ- 2 , .•• , dl+I , dl , Cl) will have exactly
the same number of outputs:

N N N N N
"2 + "4 + 8 + ... + 21 + 21 = N,

( in the image it is N 2 ) this means that DWT or sub-band coding scheme with quadrature
mirror filters extracts exactly the difference of information between two resolutions and
this is due to orthogonality of decomposition.

For reconstruction of the original signal x[n] the same as 3.6 (see Figure 3.5.a the dashed
one) :

cj+dn] = L cj[k]h[n - 2k] + dj[k]g[n - 2k],
k

(3.37)

for l :::; j < J and finally we will have cJ[n] = x[n].
The DWT can be completely implemented in the computer and as we will see in the

next chapter it is the main part of the WST.
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Chapter 4

Wavelet Series Transform (WST)

In the previous chapter the DWT was introduced without reference to the Wavelet theory.
At first we wanted to decompose a discrete signal into its lower resolutions and details then
in the sub-band coding method some constraints were put on the filters so that algorithm
works finally we saw that these quadrature mirror filters correspond to orthonormal wavelet
basis.

In this chapter we have another approach to the multi-resolution representation. At first
in two section we define a multi-resolution analysis which demonstrates multi-resolution
spaces, this will be mathematically based on wavelet theory. In the next sections we will
decompose a continuous signal into wavelet orthonormal basis of those spaces, this gives
us the WST coefficients of that signal. We will see that WST can be implemented mostly
by DWT in which the quadrature mirror filters now are derived from wavelet and scaling
functions of the above spaces. In the next section two algorithms which approximate WST
are explained.

4.1 Multi-resolution approximation of L2(R)

The multi-resolution analysis, formulated by Mallat and Mayer in the fall of 1986, provides
a natural framework for the understanding of wavelet basis and for the construction of new
examples. The history of multi-resolution analysis is a good example of the applications
stimulate the theoretical development. When first learned about the Mayer wavelet bassis,
Mallat was working on image analysis, where the idea of studying images simultaneously
at different scales and comparing the results had been popular for many years (see Within
1983 or Bart and Adelson 1983 ). This stimulated him to view the orthonormal basis as
a tool to describe mathematically the increment in the information needed to go from a
coarse approximation to a higher resolution approximation. This insight crystalized into
the multi-resolution analysis ( Mallat 1989 and Mayer 1986 )[13].

Suppose we have a signal f(x), which is measurable, has a finite energy:

(4.1)

We want to approximate f(x) in different resolutions.
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The multi-resolution analysis consists of a sequence of successive approximation spaces
Vj. More precisely the closed subspaces Vj satisfy:

(I) :

(II)

(III)

UVj = L 2(R),
jEZ

nVj = O.
jEZ

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

There exist many ladders of spaces satisfying I ,II ,III that have nothing to do with multi
resolution. The multi-resolution aspect is a consequence of the additional requirements

(IV)

(V)

g(x) E Vo {::::::::} g(2jx) E Vj,

this means that all spaces are scaled version of the central space.

g(x) E Vo ==? g(x - n) E Vo,

this means invariance of Vo under integer translation or :

n
g(x) E Vj ===? g(x - ~) E Vj.

2J

(4.5)

(4.6)

Any set of vector spaces Vj , (j E Z) which satisfy I, ... , V are called a multi-resolution
approximation of L2(R).

Theorem 1 Let Vj , (j E Z) be a multi-resolution approximation of L 2(R). There exists
a unique function ¢(x) E Vo (and so ¢(x) E L 2(R)), named Scaling function, that:

{¢O,n(x) = ¢(x - k); k E Z}

is an orthonormal basis of Vo and
The ¢j,k(X) = 2~ ¢(2jx - k) for (k E Z) is an orthonormal basis in Vj.

Proof: see[4].

Example 1 The Haar scaling function is defined as :

{
I if 0 ~ x < 1

¢H aar (x) = 0 otherwise
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Theorem 2 Let ¢(x) be scaling function and H(w) = ~n h[n]e-inW in which:

h[k] =< ¢o,o(x), ¢l,k(X) >,

then h[n] satisfies the following two properties:

(4.7)

IH(w)1 2 + IH(w + 71")1 2 = 2, (4.8)

IH(O)I = h; (4.9)

conversely let H(w) satisfying 4.8 , 4.9 and such that IH(w)1 # 0 for wE [0, I], then ¢(x)
is scaling function defined by its Fourier transform:

Proof: see[4].

00 1 w
<I>(w)=II InH(~).

j=l Y 2 23
(4.10)

As we see above conditions are the same as those we saw for h[n] and ¢(x)in the previous
chapter where filters satisfying 4.8 are called conjugate quadrature filters. Now we see that
how from multi-resolution and scaling function we reach to a discrete filter similar to that of
Sub-band Coding scheme. Here there is nothing about regularity condition. It is possible
to choose H (w) in order to obtain a scaling function ¢(x) which has good localization
properties in both the frequency and spatial domain. The smoothness of ¢(x) and its
asymptotic decay at infinity can be estimated from the properties of H(w) (we expressed
one condition in the section 3.5 for this purpose for more details refer to [12]'[13]).

From these two theorems and five first conditions we can derive the following conclusions

Remarks

1a. For a given multi-resolution approximation Vi there exist only one scaling function
which satisfies in the theorem 1. However for different multi-resolution approxima
tions the scaling function are different.

2a. Because the basis ¢j,k(xhEZ is orthonormal, then for a constant j :

< ¢j,k(X) ,¢j,I(X) >= 8[k -l] ; \/k,j, l E Z. (4.11)

3a. The orthogonal projection of f(x) E L2(R) into Vi is showed by operator Pv; and:

Pv;{f(x)} = h(x) = L: < f(x), ¢j,k(X) > ¢j,k(X).
k

(4.12)

4a. The orthogonal projection of f(x) in Vi is the most similar function of Vi to f(x).

\/g(x) E Vi : Ilf(x) - g(x)11 ~ Ilf(x) - h(x)ll·
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Sa. The II ensures that:
.lim Ii(x) = f(x).

)--++00
(4.13)

6a. g(x) E Vj means that: g(x) can be expressed as linear combination of ¢j,k(X) ,
(k E Z) like:

g(x) = L ak¢j,k(X),
k

in which ak , (k E Z) are scalers.

7a. If g(x) E Vj then orthogonal projection of it into Vj is equal itself.

PYj {g(x)} = L {J L ak¢j,k(X)¢j,I(X)dx }¢j,I(X) = L ak¢j,k(X) = g(x).
I k k

(4.14)

( By using Remark 2a. and 3a.)

8a. If g(x) E Vj then orthogonal projection of it into VJ for j ::; J is also equal itself.
Because Vj C VJ and if g(x) E Vj then g(x) E VJ . Using Remark 7a. :

ga. By multiplying both sides of 4.7 by ¢l,k(X) and summation for all k :

L h[k]¢l,k(X) = L < ¢o,o(x), ¢I,k(X) > ¢l,k(X),
k k

According Remark 3a. the right side is orthogonal projection of ¢(x) into VI and
because ¢(x) E Vo from Remark 8a. we can write:

¢(X) = V2L h[k]¢(2x - k),
k

(4.15)

the same relation as we saw in 3.33, moreover by integrating the both sides of 4.15 :

J¢(x)dx = V; L h[k] J¢(2x - k)d(2x - k),
k

J¢(x)dx = Constant.

This means that ¢(x) has a low-pass characteristic. For normalization purposes :

J¢(x)dx = 1.
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4.2 Multi-resolution approximation of f(x) E L 2(R)

The approximation of f(x) at the jth resolution can be done by orthogonal projection of
f(x) into subspace V} via orthonormal basis {¢j,k(X) for k E Z}. Specifically,

h(X) = L Cj[k]¢j,k(X),
k

fAX) is continuous approximation of f(x) at the jth resolution.

Cj[k] = Jf(X)¢j,k(X)dx = Jf(x)¢j(x - ;)dx,

(4.17)

(4.18)

Cj[k] is discrete approximation of f(x) at the jth resolution. This can also be written
as :

< f(x), ¢j,k(X) >
(j(x) * ¢j(-x))I(x=~)'

(4.19)

(4.20)

We know from Remark 9a. that ¢j(x) is a low-pass filter so this discrete signal can be
interpreted as a low-pass filtering of f(x) followed by a uniform sampling at the rate 2j .

In an approximation operation when removing the details of f(x) smaller than ii (in the
x domain), we suppress the highest frequencies of this function. The scaling function
¢j(x) forms a very particular low-pass filter since the family of functions (¢j,k(X))kEZ is an
orthonormal family.

If we interpolate cj[k] with ¢j,k(X) according 4.17 we will get fj(x), see Figure 4.1.

lowpass filtering discrete approximation interpolating continuous approximation

of f(x) at jth resolution I of f(x) at j" ,.,olotioo

cj[nl .p;(x) __.....:.h_(x_) _

Figure 4.1: The continuous and discrete approximation of f(x) at the jth resolution

Decomposition of f(x) into its discrete approximation coefficients

To compute Cj for every j it is not necessary to do the continuous filtering as Figure 4.1
every time. Once it is done for a enough high resolution J, cj[k] can be computed discretely
for lower resolutions j < J by iteration. The pyramidal algorithm for that is as follows:

We know that V}-l C V} and also ¢j-l,n(X) for any n is a member of V}-l so according
Remark 8a. we have :
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Writing the left side as its definition:

L < ¢j-l,n(X), ¢j,k(X) > ¢j,k(X) = ¢j-l,n(X),
k

Let H(w) be discrete filter whose impulse response Vk E Z is (like 4.7) :

(4.21)

Simplifying 4.21 :

h[k] < ¢o,o(x), ¢l,k(X) >=< ¢j-l,O(X), ¢j,k(X) >

h J¢(x)¢(2x - k)dx.

(4.22)

(4.23)

L {2j-1h J¢(2j - 1x - n)¢(2jx - k)dx }¢j,k(X)
k

L{hJ¢(x - n)¢(2x - k)dx}¢j,k(X)
k

L{hJ¢(x)¢(2x - (k - 2n))dx}¢j,k(X)
k

so using 4.23 :
¢j-l,n(X) = L h[k - 2n]¢j,k(X),

k

Multiplying both sides by f(x) and integrating:

< f(x), ¢j-l,n(X) >= L h[k - 2n] < f(x), ¢j,k(X) >,
k

cj-dn] = L h[k - 2n]cj[k].
k

(4.24)

(4.25)

Equation 4.25 shows that all discrete approximation cj[n] for j < J can be computed
from Cj+l [n] and eventually from CJ [n] by repeating the process. This operation is called a
pyramid transform. The algorithm is illustrated by a diagram in Figure 4.2.

4.3 The wavelet representation of L2(R)

We want to built a multi-resolution representation based on the difference of information
between two successive resolution. Suppose we have orthogonal projection of f(x) into ~
and ~+l' What is the difference between h+l(X) and h(x) ?

(4.26)

This qj (x) is called "the detail signal of f (x) at the jth resolution". Here we will explain
how to extract the difference of information qj (x) directly from f (x).
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CJ CJ-l CJ-2 Cl-I h[-n]~--,-:-/h[-n] r-C0 I ------8-CU-----,-1-
I 1 1

____1__ _ _ 1__ _ _ __ 1. _1 1 1 1 I I

:¢J-l(X): : ¢J-2(X): : ¢1(X) :
L I - - J L - - -I - - J L - - T - - J

, , '
h-2(X)

Figure 4.2: Algorithm for approximation of f(x) at different resolutions from J to l

There exists (theorem 3) an orthonormal basis 'l/;j,k(X) , (k E Z) so that qj(x) is orthog
onal projection of f(x) into spaces Wj, which is span of {'I/;j,k(X) , (k E Z)}.

{
fj(x) = Pv;{f(x)} : Vi = Span of {¢j,k(X); k E Z},
qj(x) = Pwj{f(x)} : Wj = Span of {'I/;j,k(X); k E Z.}

To have higher resolution it is enough:

The Wj is the orthogonal complement of Vi in Vi+l.

Remarks:

1b. The orthonormal basis of Wj means that for any j :

< 'l/;j,k(X), 'l/;j,I(X) >= 8[k -l].

2b. The orthogonal complement means that :

i-
Wj ..1. Vi.

In other way, Vm(x) E Vi and Vn(x) E Wj :

< m(x), n(x) >= 0,

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

since:
Vk
Vk '

from above we can conclude :

Vk,l E Z . (4.30)
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11-

Wj EB "J = "J+l.

For f(x) E L2(R) , the same as 4.26 :

li+l(X) = Ii(x) + qj(x),

(4.31)

in which according part i, < fj(x), qj(x) >= 0 .

iii- The ¢j,k(X)(kEZ) are orthonormal basis of "J and 'ljJj,k(X)(kEZ) are orthonormal
basis of Wj and according Remark 2b.i they are mutually orthogonal therefore
from Remark 2b.ii [¢j,k(X), 'ljJj,k(X)](kEZ) are orthonormal basis of "J+l'

3b. On the other hand Wj subspace inherits the scaling property IV from "J [13] :

(4.32)

So if 'ljJj,k(X)(kEZ) are orthonormal basis for Wj, then 'ljJj',k(X)(kEZ) will be orthonormal
basis for Wj' , therefor in the different scales corresponding basis is dilation of 'ljJ(x)
which we will find from ¢(x) in the coming theorem 3.

4b. From Remark 2b.ii :

Wj C "J+l : m(x) E Wj ---t m(x) E "J+l .

5b. For j < J and from Remark 2b.ii :

(4.33)

6b. For j < J and from Remark 4b ,5b :

(4.35)

assume : m(x) = 'ljJj.k(X) E Wj ---t 'ljJj,k(X) E VJ so 'ljJj,k(X) = l:n an¢J,n(x),

If we multiply both sides of the last equation by ¢J,z(x) because of Remarks 2a. we
have this result :

< 'ljJj,k(X), ¢J,z(x) >= az for j < J,

in which az is a scaler ( can be 0 or ... ) and

7b. From Remark 2b.i we know W J ..1 VJ, for j < J :

- from I, "J C VJ , so :

(4.36)

WJ ..1 "J ::::} < 'ljJJ,k(X) , ¢j,z(x) >= 0 \;fk, l,j < J (4.37)

(using Remark 2b.i) ,
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- also from Remark 6b. W j c VJ , so :

(4.38)

(using Remark 2b.i), In this one because both are 'ljJ so it is hold for all j and
.,
J.

8b. From Remark 5b. and III we can conclude:

L 2(R) = EB Wj.
jEZ

(4.39)

A decomposition of L 2(R) into Wj subspaces which are mutually orthogonal accord
ing 4.38, and if 'ljJj,k(X)(kEZ) are orthonormal basis of Wj then 'ljJj,k(X)(j,kEZ) will be
orthonormal basis of L 2(R).

Note that:

i- This is not true for ¢(x) .

ii- Wj, (j E Z) do not constitute multi-resolution spaces.

As we saw from Remark 3b. now our work is to determine 'ljJ(x) from ¢(x).

Theorem 3 Let Yj be a multi-resolution vector space sequence and ¢(x) the scaling func
tion and H(w) the corresponding conjugate filter,

• then'ljJ(x) defined by (as a direct consequence of Remark 4b.).

(4.40)

• with
G(w) = L g[n]e-inw = e-iw H(w + 1[")

n

which is equal to
g[n] = (-1th[1 - n],

then:

'ljJj,k(X) , (k E Z) are orthonormal basis of Wj ,

'ljJj,k(X) , (j, k E Z) will be orthonormal basis of L 2(R).

Proof: see [4]

Example 2 The wavelet function corresponding to the example 1 is the Haar wavelet
defined as :

{

1 if 0 ~ x < ~

'ljJ(x) = -1 if ~ ~ x < 1
o if others

This wavelet is not continuous. In many application we need a smooth wavelet.
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4.4 Wavelet Series Transform of f(x) E L2(R)

The orthogonal projection of f(x) into subspace Wj is :

qj(x) = PWj {f(x)} = L dj [k]7/Jj,k(x).
k

(4.41)

qj(x) is continuous detail signal of f(x) at the jth resolution and as we know from 4.26
: Ii+! = Ii +qj.

According remark 8b. 7/Jj,k(X) , (j, k E Z) are orthonormal basis of L 2(R) therefore to
represent f(x) completely we should do above process over all resolutions (Vj E Z). In
every j we get the detail signal of f(x) in the jth resolution. For other words the qj(X)UEZ)
are mutually orthogonal and there is not correlation between their information and if we
add all of them over all resolutions we can acquire f(x) :

(4.42)

This is called Inverse Wavelet Series Transform (IWST). If we stop the maximum
level of resolution at j = J then we have approximation of f(x) at the Jth resolution ( the
consequence of Remark 5.b when l ----+ -(0) :

h(x)
J-l J-l

L qj(x) = L L dj [k]7/Jj,k(x)
j=-oo j=-oo k

(4.43)

(4.44)

The dj[k] in the above relations is :

dj[k] = Jf(x)7/Jj,k(x)dx = Jf(x)¢j(x - ~)dX ; WST, (4.45)

which is called the discrete detail signal of f(x) at the jth resolution or Wavelet Series
Transform (WST). This can also be written as:

< f(x), 7/Jj,k(X) >
(J(x) *7/Jj( -x))I(x=J:.-)·

2J

(4.46)

(4.47)

Note: This contains the difference of information between cj[k] and cj+dk] , but unlike
continuous detail we can not say: cj+dk] = cj[k] + dj[k] . In the coming parts we
will derive the correct relation.

The wavelet 7/J(x) can be viewed as a bandpass filter (the first chapter), if its band is
between WI and W2 , then the passband of 7/Jj(x) will be ~ and Wso above convolution is
passing f(x) through a bandpass filter followed by a uniform sampling at the rate 2j

. On
the other hand 4.41 says that by interpolating dj[k] with 7/Jj(x) we can acquire qj(x). The
above procedure is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.3.
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bandpass filtering discrete details interpolating continuous details

of f(x) at jtk resolution I of f(x) at itk resolution

dj[n] Wj(X) __.=.::.qj....:....(X....:....) _

Figure 4.3: The continuous and discrete detail signal of f(x) at the jth resolutions

Example 3 To have a better idea about the approximation and the detail functions
of a continuous function f(x) in the different resolutions, in the Figure 4.4 we have shown
the approximation function of that at J and J - 1 resolutions and its detail function at
J - 1 resolution. The wavelet and the scaling function used in this example is those of
Haar basis. Note that this is not a Zero Order Hold process, the level of approximation in
the every interval is such away that the area of there is equal those of real curve. This is
shown in the right corner of Figure 4.4.

Decomposition of f(x) into its WST coefficients

To compute dj for every j it is not necessary to do the continuous filtering as Figure 4.3
every time. Like cj[k] once it is done for cJ[k] at a enough high resolution J, dj[k] can be
computed discretely from that for lower resolutions (j < J) by iteration. The algorithm
for that is as follows (almost the same argument which we had for cj[k]) :

We know that Wj- 1 c l-j so 'l/Jj-l,n(X) E Wj- 1 for any n is a member of l-j therefore
according Remark 8a we have :

Writing the left side as its definition :

L: < 'l/Jj-l,n(X) ,¢j,k(X) > ¢j,k(X) = 'l/Jj-l,n(X).
k

Let G(w) be discrete filter whose impulse response (Vk E Z) is

(4.48)

g[k] < 'l/Jo,o(x), ¢l,k(X) >=< 'l/Jj-l,O(X), ¢j,k(X) >

J2J'I/J(x)¢(2x - k)dx.

(4.49)

(4.50)

The notation of g[n] for above filter is used deliberately because this is the same filter as
we used in the previous chapter and it is the same as 4.40 (by multiplying the both sides
of 4.40 by ¢(2x - k) and integrating with using Remark 1.a). Therefor g[n] is mirror of
h[n] and these two are quadrature mirror filters. As we know from previous chapter h[n]
is a low-pass filter and g[n] is high-pass. Simplifying 4.48 :

'l/Jj-l,n(X) = L:{2j-lJ2J'I/J(2j - 1x - n)¢(2j x - k)dx}¢j,k(X)
k
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f(x) o
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/J(x)
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/J-l(X) * '
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J l
..

1
21- 1

1
21-1

Figure 4.4: Example 3, showing a continuous signal in the J and J-1 resolutions and
corresponding detail signal, using Haar wavelet

L {J2J'IjJ(x - n)¢(2x - k)dx }¢j,k(X)
k

L {J2J'IjJ(x)¢(2x - (k - 2n))dx }¢j,k(X),
k

so from 4.50
'ljJj-l,n(X) = L g[k - 2n]¢j,k(X)

k

< f(x), 'ljJj-l,n(X) >= L g[k - 2n] < f(x), ¢j,k(X) >
k

dj-dn] = L g[k - 2n]cj[n].
k
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The equation 4.52 shows that to have dj-dn] it is enough to pass cj[n] through discrete
filter g[n] and retain every other sample of output (sub-sampling by two). Unlike discrete
multi-resolution coefficient Cj we can not compute dj by using only themselves, here it is
necessary first to have Cj then compute dj - 1 from that. For calculation di[n] , (j < J - 1)
we can repeat the same process, the algorithm is illustrated by a diagram in Figure 4.5.

cl[n]

dJ- 2[n] dl[n]

I 1
1 1

____1____ ___1___

1 1 1 I

:V'J-2(X) I : V'I(X) I
I I

L __ -1- __ J L __1___1

I I, ,
qJ-2(X) ql(x)

cJ[n] cJ-dn]

1
h [-n]

I ~
dJ-l[n]

g[-n] 12
I

I___ .1 _

I I

:V'J-l(X) :
L __ , ,

I,
qJ-l(X)

Figure 4.5: Algorithm for detail signals of f(x) at different resolutions from J to l

Note: As it is clear from Figure 4.5 computing the WST of f(x) for j < J is reduced to
first orthogonal projecting of f(x) into VJ and getting fJ(x), next sampling it with
2J rate and getting cJ[n], finally doing the DWT which its discrete input signal is CJ
(see Figure 4.6).

f(x) fJ(x) / cJ[n] Cl
1JA-x) DWT

2J

I I .. I
I . I I

dJ- 1 dJ- 2 d1+1 d1

Figure 4.6: The schematic diagram of the WST of f(x) from J to I resolutions

Reconstruction of f (x) from WST coefficients (IWST)

The reconstruction is done by using equation 4.42, but in practice we decompose signal
into a limited number of WST resolutions for example from J to I (l < J) therefor we have

(4.53)
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so reconstruction formula can be expressed :

J-l

h(x) = fl(X) + L qj(x)
j==l

J-l

L cdk]cPl,k(X) + L L dj[k]'l/Jj,k(X),
k j==l k

(4.54)

(4.55)

First of all we notice that with above limited maximum level of resolution (J) we can only
reconstruct h(x). Here also it is not necessary to do continuous operation, we will see it
is possible to use the IDWT.

We know cPj+l,n(X) E V'j+l using remark 2b.iii , we write the orthogonal projection of
that into V'j+l via [cPj,k(X) , 'l/Jj,k(X)l<kEZ) basis:

cPj+l,n(X) = L < cPj+l,n(X) , cPj,k(X) > cPj,k(X) + L < cPj+l,n(X) , 'l/Jj,k(X) > 'l/Jj,k(X), (4.56)
k k

Let h[n] and g[n] be discrete filter defined in 4.22 and 4.50 then:

cPj+l,n(X) = L h[n - 2k]cPj,k(X) + L g[n - 2k]'l/Jj,k(X),
k k

(4.57)

By computing the inner product of each side of above equation with the function f(x) ,
we have:

< f(x), cPj+l,n(X) > - L h[n - 2k] < f(x), cPj,k(X) > +L g[n - 2k] < f(x), 'l/Jj,k(X)
k k

Cj+l[n] L h[n - 2k]cj[k] + L g[n - 2k]dj [k].
k k

(4.58)

This equation shows that Cj+l [n] can be reconstructed by putting zero between each sample
of cj[n] and dj[n] (up-sampling by a factor 2) and convolving the resulting signal with the
h[n] and g[n] filters respectively. This procedure is exactly the same as the IDWT. Doing
this for alIi < j < J - 1, in the final stage we will get cJ[n]. To have h(x) it is enough
to interpolate this discrete signal with cPJ(x) as Figure 4.1 (see Figure 4.7).

h(x)

Figure 4.7: The schematic diagram of the IWST of f(x) from J to I resolutions
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4.5 Approximation methods of WST

As we see from Figure 4.6 if we have discrete approximation of f(x) at the Jth resolution
(cJ[n], n E Z) and if J is enough large then h(x) is a good approximation of f(x) (in fact
it is obvious that we can not decompose f(x) from J = +00 resolution). It can be written

WST{f(x);j, k, (j < J)} = WST{h(x);j, k} = DWT{cJ[n];j, k}.

In spite of using DWT which is a discrete operation and can be easily implemented in
the computer, we still need to compute cJ[n] =< f(x), <PJ,k(X) > for k E Z which is a
continuous operation and difficult one.

In this section we explain two methods for approximation of (cJ[n], n E Z) as :

• Mallat algorithm: cJ[n] is approximated by cr[n],

• Shensa algorithm: cJ[n] is approximated by c}[n],

we will see that Mallat algorithm is a special case of Shensa algorithm.

4.5.1 Mallat algorithm

By examining of the definition of cJ[n] in 4.20 and low-pass property of <PJ(x), one can
conclude that CJ [n] is close to 2-/ f (-fr ). Therefore Mallat algorithm uses this series as
input to the DWT part of Figure 4.6. We define:

-J n
f-J[n] = 22 f(2J)'

To compute the WST with Mallat algorithm we choose:

cr [n] = f -J [n],

and we apply the recursion of DWT :

ct.l[n] = l: cr[k]h[k - 2n],
k

dt.l[n] = l: cr[k]g[k - 2n],
k

(4.59)

(4.60)

for j = J, J - 1, J - 2, ... , l + 2, l + 1 .
The recursion stops at lth resolution which corresponds to the coarsest one appropriate

for a certain application. Without loss of generality we let l approach to -00 so that
Mallat algorithm defines the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for sequence f-J[n] as :

dr[n] = DWT{f_J[n];j, k} for k E Z,j < J. (4.61)

Obviously because of the first approximation, all other dr[n] and cr [k] will be different
from real ones. Actually now we are decomposing another function into its WST coeffi
cients. We know that Figure 4.7 computes the WST coefficients of f(x) from J to lower
resolutions, now question is that: which continuous function is going to be decomposed
to its WST by 4.61... relation? This will be clear in the next part.
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4.5.2 Shensa algorithm

To compute WST coefficients with Shensa algorithm we first perform a pre-filtering on the
sampled signal f-J[n] to obtain a new sequence c:J[n].

The pre-filter q[n] is defined as (see also Figure 4.8.a) :

q[n] = JX(t)¢(t - n)dt. (4.62)

( It can be seen as sampling of q(x) = JX(t)¢(t - x)dt with x = n ) or with changing of
variable as : t = 2J t' we have (see also Figure 4.8.b) :

q[n] JX(2Jt')¢(2Jt' - n)2Jdt' = J2fX(2Jt')2f¢(2Jt' - n)dt'

JXAt)¢At - ; )dt.

(4.63)

(4.64)

We will use this notation for q[n] because it expresses in terms of the Jth resolution which
corresponds to sampling rate of input signal f(x). The pre-filtering can be expressed as :

c:J[n] = f-J[n] *q[n] = L f-J[k]q[n - k] = L 2-/ f(2kJ )q[n - k]). (4.65)
k k

The whole algorithm is demonstrated in Figure 4.8.c .

-!X(x) H¢(-x)~

( a )

-IXJ(x) H¢A-x)~-
?J

( b )

iJ[n] cJ[n] I I
f (x) ---{-1 2=f- If------I q[n] If------ DWT f----- ~J< J

Figure 4.8: a. and b. The pre-filter of Shensa algorithm; c. Shensa algorithm

Now in this part we use the DWT to decompose c:J[n] and then we try to find out that
this is equivalent to WST of which continuous function.

L c~[k]g[k - 2n]
k

LLf-J[m]q[k - m]g[k - 2n]
k m

J k-m2: f-J[m] L XJ(t)¢At - J )dtg[k - 2n]
m k 2
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with
m

(t' = t + 2J )' (k' = k - 2n)

f L f-J[m]XAt' - ~) L cPJ(t' - 2:1 - ~~ )g[k']dt'
m k'

f L f-J[m]XJ(t' - ~ )'l/JJ-1 (t' - 2:1 )dt',
m

(4.66)

According 4.8 d~_l[n] will be the WST coefficient of j(x) at (J -l)th resolutions. Therefore
by iteration of DWT we will get WST coefficient of a certain continuous function j(x) at
lower resolutions. j(x) is defined as :

(4.67)

D

d~[n]

Another way to have this conclusion is by comparing Figure 4.9.a and Figure 4.9. b . In

( a )

f(x) f(x) CJ[n] dJ[n]
-----------L..--------ItcPJ(-x)~ IDWTIf--------

( b ) 2J j < J

f(x) ~2-/ / h[n] I I j(x) I I / G1[n] I I
~2!- ._- XJ(x) -----i--- cPJ(-x)!2!-. . DWTf----

( C ) 2J 2J j < J

~!Jln] IMX) 1----;--_jM_(X_)Iq\JC-X)~ Grin] IDWTI_dPf_[n]

2J 2J j < J

8[n]

Figure 4.9: a. real WST; b. Shensa algorithm; c. Mallat algorithm

Figure 4.9.a an actual WST from Jth resolution is depicted and in Figure 4.9.b the WST
by using Shensa algorithm is shown. This the same as Figure 4.8.c but instead of q[n] we
put its equivalence from Figure 4.8b. After line D (on the Figure 4.9) the structure of
both Figure 4.9.a and 4.9.b are the same, therefore the function which is constructed up
to line D in the Shensa algorithm (j(x) , in the Figure 4.9.b) is going to be decomposed
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to its WST coefficient for the same reason as it is for f(x) in Figure 4.9.a. If we write the
formula of j(x) from Figure 4.9.b it will be the same as 4.67. That is we can also write:

J ~ n ~ n
c}[n] = f(x)¢J(x - 2J)dx =< f(x), ¢;(x - 2J) >, (4.68)

which says c:J'[n] is discrete approximation of j(x) in Jth resolution.
We can view X(x) as an interpolator or D/A converter by this way as we will see, the

resulting algorithm is very flexible. The choice of X(x) and the way c:J'[n] is computed is
chosen so that f(x) is well approximated by j(x) therefore the WST coefficient of j(x) be
close to those of f(x), this requires some pre-knowledge on f(x). For example consider the
choice of X(x) = 1 for 0 :::; x < 1 and X(x) = 0 for others (zero order hold) amounts to
piecewise constant approximation to f(x).

It is important to note that this interpolation is made prior to the algorithm and
that the choice of X(x) is completely independent of wavelet or other parameters in the
algorithm.

Now we come back to Mallat algorithm and try to find the continuous function iM(X)
which is being decomposed to the WST coefficients. We know that :

c~[n] = f-J[n] = f-J[n] *8[n].

Therefore Mallat algorithm is a special case of Shensa algorithm with:

q[n] =JXM(t)¢(t - n)dt = 8[n],

because ¢(x - n) , (n E Z) is a orthonormal basis and according Remark 8a. J¢(x)¢(x
n)dx = 8[n] we can deduce:

(4.69)

Therefore the schematic diagram of Mallat algorithm can be shown as Figure 4.9.c . Then
jM(X) is :

(4.70)

Note that this a function in VJ space but it is not orthogonal projection of f(x) into VJ

via ¢(2J x - n) (Remark 6a.).

4.6 The methods of reconstruction (IWST)

When a continuous function is decomposed to its WST coefficients by one of the above
methods we can use the scheme of Figure 4.7 to reconstruct it.

The IDWT part of Figure 4.7 can give exactly (with some computation errors) the cJ[n]
or c:J'[n] or c~[n] depending on which algorithm is used for decomposition. Next the result
is interpolated with interpolator (or D/A converter) ¢J(x) . Now question is that which
function we will have finally.

It is better to redraw from line D in Figure 4.9 until the end of reconstruction procedure
(see Figure 4.10).
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: fin(X) 1 I / 1 I 1 I fout(x)
-1--:-¢J(-x)iA-- DWT IDWT -----I ¢J(x) 1--

2J

. . . . . . . . . . . c~In]' ..

D

f(x) ... .. 'cJ[n] .

. cY[n] .....

. . cj[n]' .

. ... c:Y[n] .

. c~[n]' ....

h(x)

jM(X)

f".,(x)

Figure 4.10: The decomposed function to its WST in : a. real WST; b. Mallat algorithm;
c. Shensa algorithm

If we write the relation between fin (X) and fout(x) :

(4.71)

In fact fout(x) is orthogonal projection of fin (X) into VJ (the span of the orthonormal basis
¢J(x - 2~ ),n E Z ).

fout(x) = PVJ{fin(X)},

Therefore in the different algorithms the reconstructed outputs are:

a. In the real WST which fin(X) = f(x) :

fout(x) = PvJ{f(x)} = h(x).

(4.72)

b. In the Mallat algorithm fin (x) = jM(X) = 'En f(2~ )¢(2Jx-n) and according Remark
6.a and 7.a :

fout(x) = PVJ{jM(X)} = jM(X).

c. In Shensa algorithm fin(X) = j(x) :

fout(x) = PvJ{j(x)} = jJ(x).

Here we have two loss of information :

- First in the approximation of f(x) by j(x)

- Second in the orthogonal projection of j(x) into VJ (the approximation of j(x)
by jJ(x) ).

Note that in the Mallat algorithm we have only the first error but as we said before in the
Shensa algorithm there is more flexibility to reduce the total error (see the next section).
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4.7 Errors of approximation methods

When we approximate the WST by one of above methods we introduce an error. It needs
another chapter to have a comprehensive discussion. Here it is only tried to give a brief
idea about that and for more details refer [5]'[7]'[8].

We see from the previous chapter that the difference between the WST coefficients
dj[k] and those of Shensa method dJ[k] is resulted from the difference between the input
sequence cJ[k] and c:J[k]. This can be written as :

dj[k] - dJ[k] = DWT{cJ[k] - c:J[k];j, k}.

Proposition 4 For all k E Z :

J

cJ[k] - c~[k] = 2"2 JF( _2Jw)(Q(w) - <I>(w))e-ikWdw,
27r

(4.73)

in which Q(w) = L: q[n]e-inw and if f(x) is 2J
7r band limited:

~ ICJ[k] - c~[kW = 2:-1 I: IF(-2Jw)1 2 IQ(w) - <I>(w)1 2dw, (4.74)

and for orthogonal wavelet this is equal :

L ICJ[k] - c~[k] 1
2

= L L Idj[k] - dJ[k] 1
2

•
k k j<J

Proof: see [5].

From equation 4.74 we can calculate an optimum pre filter qo[n] which minimize the
error, once we have that, the optimum interpolating function Xo(x) can be obtained from
4.62 :

q(x) = X(x) *¢(-x),

(4.75)

In which Qo-c(w) = Qo(w) TL1T,1T(W) where IT-1T,1T(W) denotes the indicator function which
is equal to 1 when w E [-7r,7r] and zero otherwise and Qo(w) = L:qo[n]e-inw .

Now we can see that how for a given ¢(x) the Shensa algorithm becomes flexible in
reducing the error by using Xo(x).

There is another topic which says how we can find an optimum ¢(x) for a given signal
in such a way that the "approximation error" of Ilf - hll becomes minimum (for more see
[5],[7],[8]). By this ¢(x) the error of 4.74 will be reduced more.
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Chapter 5

Implemented computer programs

In this chapter two programs which were implemented during the period of the project will
be explained. The first program concerns about the demonstration of the scaling function
¢(x) and the wavelet function 'lj;(x) on the monitor from the discrete filter h[n]. The second
program is the implementation of the DWT and the IDWT, using any possible filter h[n].

5.1 Two-scale difference equations of ¢(x)

As we saw in the third and the forth chapter ¢(x) is related to h[n] via:

¢(x) = V2L:h[n]¢(2x - n),
n

and 'lj;(x) is related to that by :

g[n] = (-lth[l - n],

'lj;(x) = V2L: g[n]¢(2x - n).
n

The 5.1 is a specific case of a general two-scale difference equations of the form:

j(x) = L:c[n]J(ax - f3n),
n

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

with a = 2 and f3n = n. The two-scale difference equations were studied in detail by
Daubechies and Lagarias [16]. In the 5.1 we are looking for a solution normalized as :

J¢(x)dx = 1 (5.5)

therefore the first requirement on the h[n] becomes as :

2J¢(x)dx = V2L: h[n] J¢(2x - n)d(2x - n) :::;. L: h[n] = V2. (5.6)
n n

This is the same as 3.10. The uniqueness of ¢(x) is insured by 5.6, but the solution is
not smooth. For example if h[n] is only ho = V2 then ¢(x) = 8(x) which satisfies in
8(x) = 28(2x) and is not a smooth function. To have a better imagination about 5.1 and
5.3 the ¢(x) and 'lj;(x) corresponding to two h[n] are depicted in the Figure 5.1 and 5.2.a.

Now we outline three construction methods of the scaling function.
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¢(x) ¢(2x) + ¢(2x - 1) J2h[n]

1 1
11

1 n

0 1 0 0.5 1

7j;(x) = ¢(2x) - ¢(2x - 1)
J2g[n]

1 1

1
1 n

0 -1

-1

Figure 5.1: Haar wavelet and scaling function and corresponding filters

Construction 1

In section 3.5 we presented an approach to show "7oo(x) which was equal to the scaling
function. The idea is that the iteration of :

(5.7)
n

with e.g. the Box function (the function which is one if 0 < x < 1 and zero elsewhere) as
¢o(x) will converge to ¢(x) when j ----+ 00 (for more details and proof of convergence see
[12] ). In the Figure 5.2.b we demonstrate this idea by an example in which the discrete
filter of the Hat function is used. We see that in the limit it converges to the Hat function.

Construction 2

The second construction takes the Fourier transform of 5.1.
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r

¢(x) O.5¢(2x) + ¢(2x - 1) + O.5¢(2x - 1.5) V2h[n]

1 1 1

na 1 2
0 1 2 0 1 2

1 'lj;(x) = ¢(2x) - O.5¢(2x + 1)
1 V2g[n]

-O.5¢(2x - 1)
-1 1

1.5 n

-0.5 -0.5

( a )

V2h[n] ¢o(x) ¢I(X) ¢2(X)

1 1 1 1

L-l 0.5 0.5

1 1 1 1

( b )

Figure 5.2: a. Hat scaling function and corresponding wavelet function and filters; b. an
example for construction 1

By iteration of the right hand side:

+00 1 w
<p(w) = II ff;H( -"7).

j=1 Y 2 2)
(5.8)

Examples:

• For ho = V2 we find H(w) = V2 and <p(w) = 1, the transfer function of Delta
function.

• For ho = hI = ~ the products of H's are geometric series
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As j -+ 00 this approaches the infinite product .1-e-=.i;.!!!.- = 1_~-i"'. This is fo1 e-iwxdx
2J (I-e 2J) zw

the Fourier transform of Box function .

• For the Hat function we can see:

(5.9)

then tI>hat(W) = tI>~ox(w) or ¢hat(X) = ¢box(X) * ¢box(X) which is the definition of the
Hat function .

• The Cubic B-spline comes from squaring the ¢hat(X) again.

Construction 3

This construction of ¢(x) works directly with recursion. If we know ¢(x) at the integer
points, from 5.1 we can calculate the values at x = ~ , n E Z and from these by an another
iteration we can get ¢(x) at x = ~ and so on (see Figure 5.3). Ultimately from 5.1, all
dyadic points can be calculated using:

n rc; n
¢(----c) = v2Lh[k]¢(-'-1 - k).

2J k 2J-

Moreover when we have ¢(;) then by using (from 5.3) :

we will obtain 'ljJ(x) for x = 2/~1 , n E Z.

r
2 3

~ ~ @ ¢(n), ,
1 , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, , ,, , ,, ,

, ... , ... - 2.5'-' p"':-
0 ~ 0 ,@ 0 ¢(~)

\ I , ,
1.5 \ I , ,

\ I ,
\ I , ,

\ I ,
\ I , ,

\ I , ,
\ I ,

2.75\ I ,
, 2.25

0 @ 0 ~~' 0 @ 0 @ 0 ¢(i)
1.25 1.75

Figure 5.3: The iterative calculation of ¢(x) at dyadic points
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Now the question is how we can acquire the value of ¢(x) at the integer points. Here
we assume that h[n] is a FIR filter (in all the practical situations it is). This means that
h[n] = 0 for all n which are not in {O, 1, ... , N}. It can be proved that ¢(x) will be also
zero in the outside of the interval [0, N] (see [12]). Moreover if ¢(x) is a continuous function
then

¢(O) = ¢(N) = O.

The values of ¢(x) comes from an eigenvector, if we write 5.1 for integer points:

N

¢(n) = hL: h[k]¢(2n - k).
k=O

By writing for all n from 0 to N we will have a set of linear equations:

~(N+l)Xl = A\N+l)X(N+l)~(N+l)Xl'

In which ~ is a vector consisting of:

~(N+l)Xl = [¢(O), ¢(1), ... , ¢(N)]T,

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

and A' is a matrix with the entries a~j = V2h[2i - j] , i,j E {O, ... , N} .
For a continuous function we can drop ¢(O) and ¢(N) (see 5.12). But for the Box

function with N = 1 they can not both be discarded (because the Box function is not a
continuous function). Therefore to obtain a general procedure only ¢(O) will be dropped
so:

~NXI = ANXN~NXI'

In which ~ is a vector consisting of :

~Nxl = [¢(1), ¢(2), ... , ¢(N)]T,

and A is a matrix with :

aij = hh[2i - j] ; i,j E {1, ... , N}.

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

• Remark: The matrix of A has a very interesting property. As we know from the
regularity condition in the section 3.5 :

(5.19)
n

for k = 0, ... ,P-l. The bigger P is the more regular ¢(x). The condition is equal to
say that the A matrix constructed from h[n] has eigenvalues at 1,~, (~)2, ... , (~)P-l
[10].

Because 5.19 holds for at least P = 1 (see section 3.5), there is an eigenvalue for A
with value one (as we can see from ~ = A~ as well).

To solve 5.16 we have used two procedures
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• The first one gives the ¢(n) by solving the linear set of equations of (1 - f~ = 0).
Because this always gives a trivial answer ¢(n) = 0 for 'in E {I, ... , N}, the set of
equation is modified as :

o
ANXN - LvXN 0

1 1 ... 1 0

We will notate this with :

¢(1)
¢(2)

¢(N)
¢(N + 1)

o
o

o
1

(5.20)

The last row and column do not add any constraints to the equations except En ¢(n) =
1 which is necessary due to 5.5.

• The second one computes all eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of A. Then
we choose the eigenvector corresponding with the eigenvalue one which is the solution
of 5.16 with the normalization of En ¢(n) = 1.

In our implementation first we use the first procedure and if it fails to give the answer
with a good precision then we try the second one. In this program for a small number
of cases both of our procedures fail because finding the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
of non-symmetric matrixes is a crucial problem and there are some ill matrixes that is
difficult to find an optimum program to solve them.

In the next section the first program will be explained briefly. The complete program
will be found in the appendix A.

5.2 Demonstration of ¢(x) and 'ljJ(x) using h[n]

This program, named barn1, demonstrates the scaling function and the wavelet function
corresponding to the any discrete filter h[n]. It is consist of the following procedures:

• PROCEDURE GetFilter :

By an interactive process in the main program we choose the filter h[n]. There are
16 of possibilities: A, B, C, E are from [10] and D, F from [17] and G, H, I, J, K, L,
0, M, N, 0 from [12] and P from [9]. After returning from this procedure the array
of h[] contains the filter coefficients, the variable of N f the length of filter and NO
the starting point of filter. For normalization purposes the sum of filter coefficients
is adjusted to two (En V2h[n] = 2).

• PROCEDURE GetIntegerPositions : This procedure calculates ~ of 5.17 as follows:

- Constructs the matrix of 1 from h[n] using 5.18.

- Constructs the matrix of B and the vector of C as 5.20.
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- Solves the linear equation set of 5.20 using two procedures of "ludcmp" and
"lubksb" from [18]. These two are located in the "numrec" module. The result
of ~ will be in the array of X.

- In this procedure there is another procedure named "CheckAnswer" that checks
the following points :

* The ¢(N) should be zero.

* The 2:n ¢(n) = 1 and if it is not (due to some rounding errors) it normalizes
it to one by dividing every element of ~ by 2:n ¢(n).

* Compares the results of AX with X by

i=N

Error = 2: IX(i) - AX(i)l,
i=O

and if it is more than 0.0001 it gives a False result to the main procedure.

- If the previous method fails then the second one which consist of four procedures
: "qzhes, qzit, qzval, qzvec" are tried (these four are from [19], translated from
Fortran into Pascal and also located in the "numrec" module). They calculate
all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Aand we choose the eigenvector which corre
sponds with eigenvalue one. This eigenvector after normalization is the wanted
~. Here again we check this result by "CheckAnswer". If the second method
fails then the whole program will stop.

• PROCEDURE CalculteFunction

Once we had ¢(n) for n : L.N then this part iterates 5.10 Jmax times (which is
asked from user by interaction) and puts ¢(;;) in the file named "Scalfunc" and also
calculates 'l/J(2j~1) from ¢C;;) using 5.11 and put them in the file named "wavefunc"

Finally we use the "gnuplot" program to show the contents of above files on the screen.

5.3 Implementation of DWT and IDWT

Given a discrete signal, the program of "barn2" decomposes it into five successive detail
signals and the fifth resolution of that via a chosen filter h[n], then it reconstructs them
(the number of dec/rec stages can be determined on the head of the program by Maxlevel).

Because theoretical background has been explained in detail in chapter three, we de
scribe here an overview about that and the outline of the program. The complete program
can be found in the appendix B.

It is useful to explain the term of 'correlation mask' which will be used in the following
parts. In convolution :

y[n] = 2: x[k]w[n - k].
k

for every n it is necessary to put the inverse order of w[k] , (w[-k]) at that point and
multiply the corresponding elements of two series and then add the results. Here the w[k]
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is called convolution mask (which should be inverted for convolution operation) and the
w[-k] is called correlation mask (which will be used in the same order). Because working
with correlation mask is easier, in the program for any convolution we make the correlation
mask corresponding with every filter.

This program consist of decomposition and reconstruction parts. In the decomposition
part, in every iteration, the input signal, let say a[n], is passed through h[-n] and g[-n]
filters:

e'[n] = L a[k]h[-(n - k)],
k

d'[n] = L a[k]g[-(n - k)],
• k

to do so the correlation masks are h[-(-n)] = h[n] and g[n] respectively. For down-
sampling by two we discard every other samples of c'[n] and d'[n] (simply by not calculating
the above convolutions for every other n). The results of

e[n] = e'[2n] = L a[k]h[k - 2n],
k

d[n] = d'[2n] = L a[k]g[k - 2n],
k

are put in the appropriate files and for the next iteration the current e[n] will be used as
input signal.

In the reconstruction part for every iteration we have two input signals e[n] and d[n].
First we do up-sampling by two and that is done by putting a zero between every samples
of them:

e'[2n] = e[n] ; e'[2n + 1] = 0,

(and the same for d[n]) and passing the resulting signals through h[n] and g[n] filters
respectively (using the correlation masks h[-n] and g[-n]) therefore:

e"[n] = L e'[k]h[n - k] = L e'[2k]h[n - 2k] + L e'[2k + 1]h[n - 2k - 1]'
k k k

e"[n] = L e[k]h[n - 2k],
k

by the same way :
d"[n] = L d[k]g[n - 2k].

k

To complete the reconstruction in this iteration:

a[n] = e"[n] + d"[n] = L e[k]h[n - 2k] + L d[k]g[n - 2k].
k k

This signal is stored in a file and in the next iteration will be used the same as e[n] which
is used here with another d[n].

In this program we decompose an input signal 'Maxlevel' times then reconstruct that,
with some modifications it can be used for only decomposition or reconstruction. Now we
briefly explain the procedures of program.
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• PROCEDURE GetFilter :

This is exactly the same as that of the first program except the sum of filter coeffi
cients here is normalized to -12.

In the decomposition part we first call the following procedure then in every iteration we
repeat two others.

• PROCEDURE Make-Filter

This procedure produces the correlation (not convolution) masks from h[n] in two
cases:

- In the decomposition stage it gives the correlation masks of h[-n] and g[-n]
(the low-pass mask of h[n] and the high-pass mask of g[n] respectively).

- In the reconstruction stage it gives the correlation masks of h[n] and g[n] (the
low-pass mask of h[-n] and the high-pass mask of g[-n] respectively).

These masks are demonstrated by an example in the Table 5.1. If the length of filter

h[n] :

LP

HP

Decomposition Reconstruction

Table 5.1: The correlation masks of a filter with length of 6

is odd e.g. five in the above example, then in the all masks put zero instead of hs.

• PROCEDURE MakeDataArray-Decomp

In the decomposition in every resolution (level) the source data is taken and the result
data is sent to the files as shown in Table 5.2. This procedure in every iteration of
decomposition stage:

- Puts the source file into the array of DA,

- Puts appropriate number of zeros in the beginning and in the end of that array
to have correct operation for the edges of signal.

- The input file is also copied in a file named "infile.dat" to show the input signal
by calling this file (necessary when we have different input files).
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Level The source file The result files

Co =indataOO.dat *
C-l =DecdatCl.dat

1
d_1 =DecdatDl.dat

C-2 =DecdatC2.dat
2 C-l =DecdatCl.dat

d_2 =DecdatD2.dat

3
C-3 =DecdatC3.dat

C-2 =DecdatC2.dat
d_3 =DecdatD3.dat

4 C-4 =DecdatC4.dat
C-3 =DecdatC3.dat

d_4 =DecdatD4.dat

5 C-5 =DecdatC5.dat
C-4 =DecdatC4.dat

d_5 =DecdatD5.dat

* The input file can be interactively choosen from three files (see program)

Table 5.2: The source and the result files of decomposition

- The whole array length is returned by the variable of "Filelength".

- If the Filelength is even a boolean variable, belonging only to this level, from
an array becomes true and is returned to the main program.

• PROCEDURE ConvolveDecomp

Correlates the source Data (in the DA array) with the correlation LP and HP masks
of decomposition, then ignores everyone of two results (down-sampling by two) and
puts the results in the result files according Table 5.2.

In the reconstruction part again we first call Make-Filter procedure, but this time to make
the reconstruction masks then we iterate the following procedures:

• PROCEDURE MakeDataArray-Recons

Like its decomposition counterpart it locates the source file of reconstruction in the
DA array but here we use it twice, once for approximate signal (Cj) and next for
detail signal (dj ). The source files and the result files during reconstruction process
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The source filles The result files The result file
Level

(MakeDataArray-Recons) (ConvolveRecons) (Add-C-and-D)

C-s= DecdatC5.dat * RecdatC4.dat
1 RecdatC4.dat= C-4

d- s= DecdatD5.dat RecdatD4.dat

C-4 =RecdatC4.dat RecdatC3.dat
2 RecdatC3.dat= C-3

d_4= DecdatD4.dat RecdatD3.dat

C-3 =RecdatC3.dat RecdatC2.dat
3 RecdatC2.dat= C-2

d_ 3= DecdatD3.dat RecdatD2.dat

C-2 =RecdatC2.dat RecdatC1.dat
4 RecdatC1.dat= C-l

d_ 2= DecdatD2.dat RecdatD1.dat

C-l =RecdatC1.dat outdatCO.dat
5 outdatCO.dat= Co *

d_ 1= DecdatD1.dat outdatDO.dat

*

*

*

*

Table 5.3: The source and the result files of reconstruction

are indicated in the Table 5.3. The up-sampling is done here by inserting a zero
between every two samples in DA array and if the length of the source file of dec.
was odd the last inserted zero is deleted. The length of DA is returned for the next
procedure.

• PROCEDURE ConvolveRecons

This correlates the source file of reconstruction (in DA) with its correlation mask.
This is called twice once for detail signal and next for approximate signal, every time
with appropriate mask. The results of this are put in the files indicated in the second
column of Table 5.3.

• PROCEDURE Add-C-and-D According to the algorithm the results of the previ
ous procedure should be added. By this procedure the sum of those in every level
(resolution) is put in the files indicated in the third column of Table 5.3.

On the table 5.3 the files, indicated by a star, are shown on the monitor by "gnuplot"
program.
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Some figures, obtained from the first and the second programs, can be found in the
Appendix C.
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Chapter 6

Quantization of wavelet coefficients

In this chapter some effects of quantization on the DWT coefficients have been investigated.
For this down to five resolutions, 10000 samples of a discrete speech signal ( discrete in
time domain) are decomposed to the DWT coefficients then uniform quantization in
the three situations ( number of quantization levels constant, decreasing or increasing
with increasing of resolution) and an approximation of Max quantizer have been applied.
Finally the quantization error is calculated and compared for different filters and according
to the average number of quantization levels per sample.

6.1 Quantization and quantization error

For a discrete-time zero-mean memoryless stationary process X t with probability density
function (pdf) p(x), a one-dimensional or zero-memory quantization is a process which
maps the source output x E R into one of the values QI, Q2,' .. , QN each in R.

More specificly an N-Ievel Quantizer is a function qN(') which maps:

This operation can be described in terms of threshold levels TI , T2, ... ,TN-I, partitioning
the support of the pdf into N disjoint and exhaustive regions, such that x is mapped to y
according to :

qN(X) = Qn ; if: x E (Tn-I, Tn] , (6.2)

( (To, TN] = (Xmin, xmax] is the support of p(x) ).
Here the Tn are called the quantization thresholds and the Qn are called the recon

struction (representation) levels.
For different application the quantization error can be evaluated in different ways. For

example in image or speech processing it could be perceptive satisfaction of human. As a
quantive measure for an N-Ievel quantizer an average distortion can be defined as :

(6.3)
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(6.4)

In which d(.,.) is a nonnegative distortion measure. Since in this part we have a limited
number of data Xi, i : 1,2, ... , M and each of them has occurred once, as a step to express
6.3 in a discrete form we can say Pr(X = Xi) = it and therefor:

1 M
D = M L d(Xi, qN(Xi))

i=1

The most general distortion measure is the rth-power distortion and is based on the L r

norm:
(6.5)

In this chapter the mean square error (mse) measure, obtained with r = 2 has
been used because it is simple and mathematically tractable ( in [20] it is mentioned that
choosing r = 1 for images is more compatible with human perception ).

6.2 Uniform Quantization

An N-level quantizer is said to be uniform if the thresholds are equidistant, or the
quantizer intervals are equal, and the representation levels (qN(Xi)) are midway between
the thresholds.

In order to see the effect of finer or coarser quantization in different resolutions three
kinds of experiments have been carried out according to the number of quantization levels
with increasing of resolution (see Table 6.1) :

Resolution D_5 , C- 5 D_4 D_3 D_2 D_1

no. of coeff. per 1 l 1 1 1
32 16 8 4 2

sample of data

Number of bits for each quantized coefficient Average (per sample of data)

constant n n n n n n (n: 2 - 16)

decreasing n n-1 n-2 n-3 n-4 n - 3.0625 (n : 5..20)

increasing n n+1 n+2 n+3 n+4 n + 3.0625 (n : 1..16)

Table 6.1: Explanation of experiments for uniform quantization ( D_1 is the highest reso
lution ).
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The number of quantization levels constant with increasing of resolution :

The uniform quantization is applied to the DWT coefficients with the same number of
levels for each resolution. Figure 6.1 shows the quantization mse (in terms of db) verses
the average number of quantization levels per sample of data (in terms of bits). As we can
see the error logarithmically decreases with increasing quantization bits. In this figure the
filter 'E' ( see appendix A, program one) is used. The same experiment is repeated for all
other filters and the results show similar behavior (in Figure 6.2 the quantization error is
shown for the 'A,E,M' filters which almost coincide on each other).

with quantization -e----

without quantization .

20

0

-20

-40
mse (db)

-60

-80

-100

-120
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

No. of quantization levels per sample of data (bits)

Figure 6.1: The error between reconstructed and original signal, using filter 'E'.

The number of quantization levels decreasing/increasing with increasing of
resolution :

Here we also used the uniform quantization but in every resolution the number of quan
tization bits is one bit less/more than that of the coarser resolution respectively (see two
last rows of Table 6.1).

As the previous case here also with increasing of quantization bits the quantization mse
(in db) decreases almost linearly and almost there is no difference among different filters.
In Figure 6.3 the three methods of uniform quantization (see Table 6.1) are compared for
filter 'E' in terms of the average number of quantization levels per sample of data.

As we can see from Figure 6.3 for the same amount of quantization levels per sample
of data, using finer quantizer for lower resolutions gives almost the same result as constant
one but using coarser quantizer for lower resolutions gives rise to higher error. Therefore it
is important to quantize lower resolution coefficients more precisely because they construct
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Figure 6.2: The error between reconstructed and original signal, using 'A,E,M' filters.

the basic and skeleton of signal and fine quantizing of higher resolution coefficients, which
carry small details of signal, is not as important as those of lower resolution.

6.3 Approximation of Max quantizer

(6.6)n = 1,2, ... ,M -1,

If we wish to minimize 6.3, using mse as distortion measure, we obtain necessary conditions
by differentiating D with respect to the Tn's and Qn's, and setting the derivatives equal to
zero. This gives the next two results (see [21]) :

1
Tn = "2(Qn+l + Qn)

1 1Tn
Qn = D xp(x)dx

.rn Tn-l
n = 1,2, ... ,M, (6.7)

in which Pn = Pr[Tn- 1 < X ~ Tn]. Therefor 6.7 can be rewritten as :

f Tn xp(x)dx
Q = Tn-l = E[XIT: X < T: ]

n fTn (x)dx n-l < - n'
Tn-l p

(6.8)

Formula 6.6 states that the interval boundaries must lie halfway between neighboring
reconstruction values. Expression 6.8 states that the reproduction levels are the centroids
(or the center of mass) of the pdf in the appropriate quantization intervals. The Max
quantizer uses these two relation to find Tn's and Qn's.
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Figure 6.3: The error between reconstructed and original signal, using three kinds of
uniform quantization for filter 'E'.

Since we have only a limited number of data (Xi, i 1,2, ... , M ) the 6.8 can be
expressed in a discrete form :

n=I,2, ... ,N. (6.9)

In this equation K n represents the number of data in the (Tn-I, Tn] interval.
Here the term of approximation of Max algorithm has been used when the equa

tions 6.6 and 6.9 are used to find Tn's and Qn' (instead of the 6.6 and 6.7 in the real Max
algorithm, see [21]).

The recursive algorithm of Approximation of Max quantizer for the mean-square dis
tortion is as follows (to find threshold levels and quantization levels) :

step 1 Define an interval of integer for K 1 E [Imin , Imax ], set K I = Imin .

step 2 Given the number of levels N, set To = Min(xi) and n = 1. Knowing K 1 and To we
have T1) and using 6.9, we can calculate Ql.

step 3 For the present values of Qn and Tn use 6.6 to obtain Qn+!' For the values of Qn+!
and Tn use 6.9 to have Tn+1 (or equally K n+!). If n ~ N - 1, replace n by n+l and
go to step 3.

step 4 Register the TM , increase the initial value of K}, if K 1 ~ I max go to step 2.
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step 5 That K 1 and its corresponding Tn's and Qn's which give the closest TN to Max(xi)
are selected as the approximation of Max quantizer levels.

20 ,----.-------,,---...,....-----,,---...,....-----,,.-----,-------,----,

o
without quantization .

constant quantization ___
Lloyd-Max quantization .•...

'e· •.•..........•. •.••

-20

mse (db) -40

-60

-80

182 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
No. of quantization levels per sample of data (bits)

-100 L.-_......L_-----JL.-_----'---_-----JL.-_----'---_-----'__---'---_-----'__---'

o

Figure 6.4: The error between reconstructed and original signal, using constant uniform
quantization and approximation of Max quantizer for filter 'E'.

Remarks:

I. Sorting of data increasingly: Whenever we want to use 6.9 it is necessary to
find those data between two adjacent threshold levels, therefor at first data is sorted
increasingly. Obviously this changing the order of data is done only for finding
quantization levels and does not affect the order of quantized data.

II. Reason for step 1, 4 and 5 : Since integration in the real Max quantizer (equation
6.7) is replaced with summation (equation 6.9), which means that now we are dealing
with finite number of data, most of the times it impossible to coincide TN on M ax(xi)'
In the real Max quantizer, we change the position of the first threshold level (T1)

continuously (for small amount of 6.T) until TN = M ax(xi) but here we only can
add one more data to the first threshold interval and the amplitude of that one
determines how much T1 has to change and this change is out of our control. Step 1
and 5 are added to find the best T1 (or equally the best K 1 ) which gives the closest
TN to M ax(xi). To have accurate enough comparison, the results are demonstrated

. according to acquired number of quantization levels per data not according to planned
number of levels.

III. Good approximation : If the number of data is very much bigger than the number
of quantization levels (M » N) this algorithm is a good approximation of the real
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Max quantizer. The reason is that in this case we have enough data as if we are
working with continuous case and summation is good approximation of integration

In the Figure 6.4 the quantization mse of Approximation of Max quantizer algorithm is
compared with that of uniform quantizer. As we can see for small number of quantization
levels it shows better result but for higher number of levels it degrades significantly (see
Remark III). Therefor it is expected that as long as the number of data is very much bigger
than the number of quantization levels (M » N) the mse of our algorithm will be smaller
than that of uniform quantization.

6.4 Conclusion

The uniform quantization with constant number of quantization levels in every resolution
has the best result among other uniform quantization methods (number of quantization
levels increasing or decreasing with resolution) and also it has the least complexity. The
results of the approximation of the Max quantizer show that using the Max quantizer
reduces the quantization mse more than the uniform one, therefor to implement the real
Max quantizer it would be useful to find the pdf of the DWT coefficients of the different
types of signals.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

In this chapter, based on the studied materials, some conclusions and recommendations
are presented.

Conclusions

The most important property of the wavelet theory is to make a framework to model many
applications. This also allows growing other new ideas and developments.

For signals which have irregularities of different sizes, the wavelet transform is the best.
It is capable to zoom into those irregularities and characterize them locally in both space
and frequency domains.

The multi-resolution spaces and their complement spaces (the detail spaces) can be
formulized by wavelets.

The difference of information between two approximations of a signal can be expressed
by biorthogonaI wavelets. Because of the orthogonality of the decomposition, there will
be no correlation between this information. A part of the wavelet decomposition and
reconstruction of signals can be done by using discrete filtering. This discrete schemes
were known already, but the new point is their relation to the wavelet theory.

We can demonstrate the shape of wavelets by using the two-scale difference equation
of scaling function.

The uniform quantization with constant number of quantization levels in every resolu
tion has the best result among other uniform quantization methods (number of quantiza
tion levels increasing or decreasing with resolution) and also it has the least complexity.
However in non-constant uniform quantization it is important to quantize lower resolution
coefficients more precisely because they construct the basic and skeleton of signal and fine
quantizing of higher resolution coefficients, which carry small details of signal, is not as
important as those of lower resolutions.

Recommendations

As a first step to the wavelet theory, this work can be continued in two areas. The first
one is the theoretical part in which the following points can be recommended :
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• The conditions of wavelet functions when

- the dilation factor a and the translation factor b are sampled exponentially but
in another way than the dyadic form,

- only the dilation factor a is sampled dyadicly,

- the dyadic sampling of both a and b is applied and to obtain the biorthogonal
wavelets resulting from frames and Riesz basis;

• Compactly supported wavelets (limited duration in the space domain) and their
importance because of having FIR discrete filters;

• The aliasing error of II! - ]11 (as seen in the Shensa algorithm) and the optimization
methods for the calculation of pre-filters;

• The sampling theorem and the use of Cardinal wavelets;

• The approximation error of II! - hll and the search for the optimum wavelets for
general signals or for special ones to minimiz.e that error;

• The smooth wavelet functions and their effects on the space-frequency characteristics
of wavelet transform;

• The computation efficiency of the different algorithms.

The second part is practical one in which the following topics can be suggested :

• Using the DWT in the decomposition reconstruction of images (because the blurring
of signals in the lower resolutions is better perceptible, for example in this way we
can see why Haar wavelet is not good for the approximation of signals in the lower
resolutions;

• How to use wavelets in coding and data compression;

• How to use wavelets in image processing applications like pattern recognition and
texture discrimination (spatial orientations);

• How to use wavelets in signal extrapolation.

• To implement the real Max quantizer it would be useful to find the pdf of the DWT
coefficients of the different types of signals.

We mentioned here only some of the topics which have been observed during this study.
There are extensive applications for wavelets which can be discovered by further studies.
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Appendix A

Program barnl.p

PROGRAM barnl(input,output)

$SEARCH 'numrec.o'$
IMPORT numrec ;

{ CONST NL is defined in 'numrec.o'}

TYPE
Filter = array[O .. NL-1J of real

VAR
choose : char ;
check : boolean
hh,phi : Filter
Rp,N,NO : integer
s : real ;

PROCEDURE GetFilter( x : char ;
var h : Filter
var Nf,NOf : integer)

var
i,j integer
aI, be, sa, ca, sb, cb, sab, cab, s real

begin
case x of

'A' : begin { Box function}
Nf:=2
NOf:=O ;
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h[O] :=1
h[l] :=1

end ;
'B' begin { Hat function}

Nf:=3
NOf:=O ;
h[O] :=0.5
h [1] :=1 ;
h[2] :=0.5

end ;
'C' begin { Cubic B-spline }

Nf := 5 ;
NOf := 0 ;
h [0] := 0.125
h[l] := 0.5 ;
h [2] := 0.75 ;
h [3] : = 0.5 ;
h[4] := 0.125 ;

{ Battle-Lemaire: }'D'
end ;
begin

Nf := 16
NOf := 0
h[O] := 0.766130
h[3] := -0.110037
h[6] := -0.017176
h[9] := 0.008201
h[12] := 0.002187
h [15] := -0.000927;

h[l] := 0.433923
h[4] := 0.032081
h[7] := -0.017982
h[10] := -0.004354;
h[13] := 0.001882 ;

h[2] := -0.050202
h[5] := 0.042068
h[8] := 0.008685
h[11] := -0.003882
h[14] := -0.001104

end ;
'E' begin

Nf := 4 ; { 4-tap Daubechies: }
NOf := 0 ;
h[O] (1.0 + sqrt(3.0))/4.0
h[l] (3.0 + sqrt(3.0))/4.0
h[2] (3.0 - sqrt(3.0))/4.0
h[3] := (1.0 - sqrt(3.0))/4.0

{ 16-tap Daubechies: }
'F'

end ;
begin

Nf := 16 ;
NOf := 0 ;
h[O] := 0.054416
h[3] := 0.585355
h[6] := 0.000472
h[9] := -0.044088
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h[l] := 0.312872
h[4] := -0.015829
h[7] := 0.128747
h [10] := 0.013981

h[2] := 0.675631
h [5] := -0.284016
h [8] := -0.017369
h[11] := 0.008746



h [12] := -0.004870; h [13] := -0.000392 h [14] := 0.000675
h[15] := -0.000117 ;

end ;
'G' begin

Nf := 4; NOf:= 0; {Dau. N=2 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.482962913145
h[l] := 0.836516303738
h[2] := 0.224143868042
h[3] := -0.129409522551 ;

end ;
'H' begin

Nf := 6; NOf:= 0 ; {Dau. N=3 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.332670552950 ;
h [1] := 0.806891509311;
h [2] := 0.459877502118 ;
h [3] := -0.135011020010 ;
h[4] :=-0.085441273882 ;
h[5] :=0.035226291882 ;

end ;
'I' begin

Nf := 8; NOf:= 0; {Dau. N=4 c:=sqrt(2) ;}
h[O] := 0.230377813309
h[l] := 0.714846570553
h[2] := 0.630880767930
h[3] :=-0.027983769417
h[4] :=-0.187034811719
h[5] := 0.030841381836
h[6] := 0.032883011667
h[7] :=-0.010597401785

end ;
'J' begin

Nf := 10 ; NOf := 0; {Dau. N=5 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.160102397974
h[l] := 0.603829269797
h[2] := 0.724308528438
h [3] := 0.138428145901
h[4] :=-0.242294887066
h[5] :=-0.032244869585
h[6] := 0.077571493840
h[7] :=-0.006241490213
h[8] :=-0.012580751999
h[9] := 0.003335725285

end ;
'K' begin
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Nf := 12 ; NOf := 0; {Dau. N=6 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.111540743350
h[l] := 0.494623890398
h[2] := 0.751133908021
h[3] := 0.315250351709
h[4] :=-0.226264693965
h[5] :=-0.129766867567
h[6] := 0.097501605587
h[7] := 0.027522865530
h[8] :=-0.031582039318
h[9] := 0.000553842201
h[10]:= 0.004777257511
h[ll] :=-0.001077301085

end ;
ILl begin

Nf := 14 ; NOf := 0 ; {Dau. N=7 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.077852054085
h[l] := 0.396539319482
h[2] := 0.729132090846
h[3] := 0.469782287405
h[4] :=-0.143906003929
h[5] :=-0.224036184994
h [6] := 0.071309219267
h[7] := 0.080612609151
h[8] :=-0.038029936935
h[9] :=-0.016574541631
h[10]:= 0.012550998556
h[ll] := 0.000429577973
h[12] :=-0.001801640704
h[13]:= 0.000353713800

end ;
'M' begin

Nf := 16 ; NOf := 0 ; {Dau. N=8 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.054415842243
h[l] := 0.312871590914
h[2] := 0.675630736297
h[3] := 0.585354683654
h[4] :=-0.015829105256
h[5] :=-0.284015542962
h[6] := 0.000472484574
h[7] := 0.128747426620
h[8] :=-0.017369301002
h[9] :=-0.044088253931
h[10]:= 0.013981027917
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h[ll]:= 0.008746094047
h[12] :=-0.004870352993
h[13] :=-0.000391740373
h[14]:= 0.000675449406
h[15] :=-0.000117476784

end ;
'N' begin

Nf := 18; NOf:= 0; {Dau. N=9 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.038077947364
h[l] := 0.243834674613
h[2] := 0.604823123690
h[3] := 0.657288078051
h[4] := 0.133197385825
h[5] :=-0.293273783279
h[6] :=-0.096840783223
h[7] := 0.148540749338
h[8] := 0.030725681479
h[9] :=-0.067632829061
h[10]:= 0.000250947115
h[ll]:= 0.022361662124
h[12] :=-0.004723204758
h[13] :=-0.004281503682
h[14]:= 0.001847646883
h[15]:= 0.000230385764
h[16] :=-0.000251963189
h[17]:= 0.000039347320

end ;
'0' begin

Nf := 20; NOf:= 0 ; {Dau. N=10 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.026670057901
h[l] := 0.188176800078
h[2] := 0.527201188932
h[3] := 0.688459039454
h[4] := 0.281172343661
h[5] :=-0.249846424327
h[6] :=-0.195946274377
h[7] := 0.127369340336
h[8] := 0.093057364604
h[9] :=-0.071394147136
h[10] :=-0.029457536822
h[ll]:= 0.033212674059
h[12]:= 0.003606553567
h[13] :=-0.010733175483
h[14]:= 0.001395351747
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h[15]:= 0.001992495295
h[16] :=-0.000685856695
h[17] :=-0.000116466855
h[18]:= 0.000093588670
h[19] :=-0.000013264203

end ;
)P) begin

Nf := 6 ; { cos-sin}
NOf := -2
writeln() Inter your Alfa and Beta ))
read(al,be)
sa := sin(al) ca := cos(al)
sb := sin(be) cb := cos(be)
sab := sin(al-be) cab := cos(al-be)
h[O] ((1.0+ca+sa)*(1.0-cb-sb)+2.0*sb*ca)/4.0
h[l] ((1.0-ca+sa)*(1.0+cb-sb)-2.0*sb*ca)/4.0
h[2] (1.0+cab+sab)/2.0
h[3] (1.0+cab-sab)/2.0
h [4] 1. 0 - h [0] - h [2]
h [5] 1. 0 - h [1] - h [3]

i:=O
while abs(h[i]) < 1.0E-7 do i:=i+1
Nf:=Nf-i ;
NOf:=NOf+i ;
for j:=O to Nf-1 do h[j] :=h[j+i]
j:=O ;
i:=5-i ;
while abs(h[i]) < 1.0E-7 do begin

i:=i-1
j:=j+1

end ;
Nf:=Nf-j

end ;
end ; { of case }
s := 0.0
for i:=O to Nf-1 do begin

writeln(h[i] :20:7)
s: = s + h [i] ;

end ;
writeln() *The sum of filter coefficients is
if (s<>2) and (s<>O) then for i :=0 to Nf-1

end; {end of PROCEDURE GetFilter }
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PROCEDURE GetlntegerPositions( var xx : boolean
h : Filter ;
Nf integer

var pp : Filter ) ;

gIn

a : glnpnp
x,wi,wr : glnp
alr,ali,beta :
indx : glindx
i,j,ierr,index
s,p,eps : real
Bxx : boolean ;

{ array[l .. NL] of integer
integer ;

var
c,b,z,ah glnmn

{

{ glnmn, glnpnp, glnp, gIn glindx
are defined in 'numrec.o' }

array[l .. NL,l .. NL] of real ;}

}

PROCEDURE CheckAnswer( m : glnmn
Xin : glnp
Nff : integer
var ck : boolean )

var
i,j : integer
s, sl : real ;

begin
ck:=true
if (abs(Xin[Nff-l]) > 1.0E-7) and (Nff > 2)

then begin
writeln(' The last element of Phi is not zero ')
ck:=false

end
else if Nff > 2 then Xin[Nff-l] :=0 ;

s:=O ;
for i:=l to Nff-l do s := s + Xin[i] ;
if abs(s-l) > 1.0E-ll

then begin
writeln(' The sum of the elements of Phi is not one ,)
for i:=l to Nff-l do Xin[i] :=Xin[i]/s ;

end ;
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s1:=0 ;
writeln(' The result of II AX II and II X II ')

for i:=1 to Nff-1 do
begin

s:=O ;
for j:=1 to Nff-1 do s:=s+m[i,j]*Xin[j]
writeln(s:10:7 " Xin[i] :10:7) ;
s1:=s1+abs(s-Xin[i])

end ;
writeln('s1= ' ,s1:10:8)
if s1 > 1.0E-4 then
begin

writeln(' The equality of AX=X is not stablished in the range
ck:=false

end
end; {End of PROCEDURE CheckAnswer }

begin
Bxx := true ;
{ Construction of matrix A }
for i:=1 to Nf-1 do
begin

for j:=1 to Nf-1 do
begin

index := 2*i-j ;
if (index >= 0) and (index <= Nf-1) then a[i,j] :=h[index]

else a[i,j]:= 0.0 ;
end ;

end ;
writeln('matrix A');
for i:=1 to Nf-1 do
begin

for j:=1 to Nf-1 do
begin

write(a[i,j] :12:7)
ah[i,j] a[i,j];

end;
writeln

end ;

{ subtract the eigenvalue at the diagonal and update the matrix: }
for i:=1 to Nf-1 do a[i,i] := a[i,i] - 1.0
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for j :=1 to Nf-1 do a[Nf ,j] 1.0
for i:=l to Nf do a[i,Nf] 0.0

{ make the II zero vector ll
: }

for i := 1 to Nf-1 do x [i] := 0.0
x [Nf] := 1.0

{ Solution of AX=X by first method }
ludcmp(a,Nf,indx,p)
lubksb(a,Nf,indx,x) ;

CheckAnswer(ah,x,Nf,Bxx)
writeln(' By normal method Bxx= ',Bxx) ;

to Nf-1 do

second method: }
Nf-1 do

1.0

if Bxx=false then
begin

{ start the
for i:=l to
begin

FOR j:=l
begin

c[i,j]
b[i,j] :=

end
b [i, i]

end ;

{ Go to second method }

ah[i,j]
0.0 ;

{ b ----> a }

eps := -1
qzhes(c,b,true,z,Nf-1,Nf-1)
qzit(c,b,eps,true,z,ierr,Nf-1,Nf-1)
qzval(c,b,alr,ali,beta,true,z,Nf-1,Nf-1)
writeln(' The eigenvalues by using the second method ');
writeln('Real':11,'Imag.':16);
for i:=l to Nf-1 do writeln(' ',alr[i]:13,' ',ali[i]:13,' ',beta[i]:13);
qzvec(c,b,alr,ali,beta,z,Nf-1,Nf-1) ;
writeln(' The eigenvectors by using the second (new) method:')
for j := 1 to Nf-1 do { *** not necessary *** }
begin

eps := 0.0
for i := 1 to Nf-1 do eps := eps + z[i,j] ;
for i := 1 to Nf-1 do write(z[i,j]!eps:13) ;
writeln

end ;
j:=l ;
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s:=50 ;
for i:=1 to Nf-1 do if abs(alr[i]-1) < s then begin

j:=i
s:=abs(alr[i]-1)

end ;
for i:=1 to Nf-1 do xCi] :=z[i,j] ;
writeln ;
writeln('The results of AX=X for X by new method ')
CheckAnswer(ah,x,Nf,Bxx)
writeln(' By new method Bxx= ',Bxx) ;
if Bxx=false then writeln(' This algorithm can not solve AX=X ')

end
xx:=Bxx ;
if Bxx=true then begin

pp[O] :=0
for i:=1 to Nf-1 do pp[i] :=x[i]

end ;
end { End of PROCEDURE GetlntegerPositions }

PROCEDURE CalculateFunction( p,c : Filter ;
Jmax,Nf,NOf : integer );

{ P contains value of Sc. f. in integers c contains the coefficients of filter I

var
i,j,k,l,Unitj,Unitt, NJmax,Min integer
s : real ;
data1S,data1W : text ;
Rs : array[O .. 15360] of real; { esults of scaling function}
Rw : array[-14336 .. 16384] of real { Results of Wavelet}

begin
Unitt:=trunc(exp(Jmax*ln(2)))
NJmax:=(Nf-1)*Unitt ;
Min:=-(Nf-2)*Unitt ;

for i:=O to Nf-1 do Rs[i*Unitt] P[i]
Unitj := Unitt ;

for j:=1 to Jmax do { begining of the Jth iteration}
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begin
Unitj := Unitj div 2 ;
k := 1 ;
while k <= «Unitt div Unitj)*(Nf-l)-l) do {reesult Jth stage in odd k }
begin

s := 0 ;
for i:=O to Nf-l do
begin

1 := 2*k*Unitj - i*unitt
if (1)=0) and (l<=NJmax) then s s + Rs[l]*c[i]

end;
Rs [k*Unitj] := s
k :=k+2

end
end ; { end of the Jth iteration }

5-APRIL ****}
:= Rw[j+(l-i)*Unitt] + s*Rs[j]

:= -c [i]

:= c[i] ; {*****
Rw[j+(l-i)*Unitt]

rewrite(datalS,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/prog/scalefunc')
for i:=O to NJmax do writeln(datalS, (i+NOf*Unitt)/Unitt: 12:4,Rs[i] :12:4)
close(datalS) ;
{ Construction of mother Wavelet }
for i:=min to Unitt+NJmax do Rw[i] :=0
for i:=O to Nf-l do
begin

if (i mod 2)=0 then s
else s

for j:=O to NJmax do
end
rewrite(datalW,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/prog/wavefunc')
for i:=Min to Unitt+NJmax do writeln(datalW,(i+NOf*Unitt)/(2.0*Unitt):12:4,Rw[i]
close(datalW)

end; {End of PROCEDURE CalculateFunction }

, )

,)

') ;
') ;
') ;

coefficient
, )

, )

,)

,)

Choosing table of filter
A Box function
B Hat function
C Cubic B-spline
D Battle-Lemaire
E 4-taps Daubunchies
F 16-taps Daubunchies
G N2(1=4) Daubunchies
H N3(1=6) Daubunchies

BEGIN
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
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writeln(' I N4(1=8) Daubunchies ');
writeln(' J N5(1=10) Daubunchies ,)
writeln(' K N6(1=12) Daubunchies ')
writeln(' L N7(1=14) Daubunchies ')
writeln(' M N8(1=16) Daubunchies ')
writeln(' N N9(1=18) Daubunchies ')
writeln(' 0 N10(1=20) Daubunchies ');
writeln(' P cos-sin ') ;
writeln
writeln(' Inter your choise ')
read(choose)
GetFilter(choose,hh,N,NO) ;
GetIntegerPositions(check,hh,N,phi)
if check=true then begin

writeln(' Choose number of iterations ')
read(RP) ;
CalculateFunction(phi,hh,Rp,N,NO)

end ;

END .
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Appendix B

Program barn2.p

PROGRAM barn2(input,output) { file other}

CONST
Maxlevel = 5; {# of iterations}
Maxdata = 1024
Maxfilter =20

TYPE
LargeArray = array[O .. MaxdataJ of real
FilterArray = array[O .. Maxfilter+1J of real
action = (Decomp,Recons)
rang = 0 .. 255 ;

VAR
choose,chfile : char;
act : action ;
hh,LPF,HPF : FilterArray
FileL,FilterL,Level,j,N,NO : integer;
DataA LargeArray;
check: array[1 .. MaxlevelJ of boolean;

PROCEDURE GetFilter( x : char ;
var h : FilterArray
var Nf,NOf : integer)

var
i,j integer;
aI, be, sa, ca, sb, cb, sab, cab, s real
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begin
case x of

'A' : begin { Box function}
Nf:=2
NOf:=O ;
h[O] :=1
h [1] :=1 ;

end ;
'B' begin { Hat function}

Nf:=3
NOf:=O ;
h[O] :=0.5
h[l] :=1 ;
h[2] :=0.5

end ;
'C' begin { Cubic B-spline }

Nf 5;
NOf := 0 ;
h[O] := 0.125
h [1] := 0.5 ;
h [2] := 0.75 ;
h [3] := 0.5 ;
h[4] := 0.125 ;

{ Battle-Lemaire: }'D'
end ;
begin

Nf := 16
NOf := 0
h [0] := 0.766130
h[3] := -0.110037
h[6] := -0.017176
h[9] := 0.008201
h[12] := 0.002187
h [15] := -0.000927;

h[l] := 0.433923
h[4] := 0.032081
h [7] := -0.017982
h[10] := -0.004354;
h[13] := 0.001882 ;

h[2] := -0.050202
h[5] := 0.042068
h[8] := 0.008685
h[11] := -0.003882
h[14] := -0.001104

end ;
'E' begin

Nf := 4 ; { 4-tap Daubechies: }
NOf := 0 ;
h[O] (1.0 + sqrt(3.0»/4.0
h[l] := (3.0 + sqrt(3.0»/4.0
h[2] := (3.0 - sqrt(3.0»/4.0
h[3] (1.0 - sqrt(3.0»/4.0

end ;
'F' begin
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h [2] := 0.675631
h [5] := -0.284016
h[8] := -0.017369
h[11] := 0.008746
h [14] := 0.000675

Nf := 16 ; { 16-tap Daubechies: }
NOf := 0 ;
h[O] := 0.054416 h[1]:= 0.312872
h[3] := 0.585355 h[4]:= -0.015829
h[6] := 0.000472 h[7]:= 0.128747
h [9] := -0.044088 h [10] := 0.013981
h [12] := -0.004870; h [13] := -0.000392
h[15] := -0.000117 ;

end ;
'G' begin

Nf := 4; NOf:= 0; {Dau. N=2 c:=sqrt(2) }
h [0] := 0.482962913145
h[1] := 0.836516303738
h[2] := 0.224143868042
h [3] := -0.129409522551 ;

end ;
'H' begin

Nf := 6; NOf:= 0 ; {Dau. N=3 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.332670552950 ;
h [1] := 0.806891509311;
h[2] := 0.459877502118 ;
h [3] := -0.135011020010 ;
h[4] :=-0.085441273882 ;
h[5] :=0.035226291882 ;

end ;
'I' begin

Nf := 8; NOf:= 0; {Dau. N=4 c:=sqrt(2) ;}
h[O] := 0.230377813309
h[1] := 0.714846570553
h[2] := 0.630880767930
h[3] :=-0.027983769417
h[4] :=-0.187034811719
h[5] := 0.030841381836
h[6] := 0.032883011667
h[7] :=-0.010597401785

end ;
'J' begin

Nf := 10 ; NOf := 0; {Dau. N=5 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.160102397974
h[1] := 0.603829269797
h[2] := 0.724308528438
h[3] := 0.138428145901
h[4] :=-0.242294887066
h[5] :=-0.032244869585
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h[6] := 0.077571493840
h[7] :=-0.006241490213
h [8] :=-0.012580751999
h[9] := 0.003335725285

end ;
'K' begin

Nt := 12 ; NOt := 0; {Dau. N=6 c:=sqrt(2) }
h [0] := 0.111540743350
h[l] := 0.494623890398
h[2] := 0.751133908021
h[3] := 0.315250351709
h[4] :=-0.226264693965
h [5] :=-0 .129766867567
h[6] := 0.097501605587
h[7] := 0.027522865530
h[8] :=-0.031582039318
h[9] := 0.000553842201
h[10]:= 0.004777257511
h[ll] :=-0.001077301085

end ;
'L' begin

Nt := 14 ; NOt := 0 ; {Dau. N=7 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.077852054085
h[l] := 0.396539319482
h[2] := 0.729132090846
h[3] := 0.469782287405
h[4] :=-0.143906003929
h[5] :=-0.224036184994
h[6] := 0.071309219267
h [7] := 0.080612609151
h[8] :=-0.038029936935
h [9] :=-0.016574541631
h[10] := 0.012550998556
h[ll]:= 0.000429577973
h[12] :=-0.001801640704
h[13] := 0.000353713800

end ;
'M' begin

Nt := 16 ; NOt := 0 ; {Dau. N=8 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.054415842243
h [1] := 0.312871590914
h[2] := 0.675630736297
h[3] := 0.585354683654
h [4] :=-0.015829105256
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h[5] :=-0.284015542962
h[6] := 0.000472484574
h[7] := 0.128747426620
h [8] :=-0.017369301002
h[9] :=-0.044088253931
h[10]:= 0.013981027917
h[ll]:= 0.008746094047
h[12] :=-0.004870352993
h[13] :=-0.000391740373
h[14]:= 0.000675449406
h[15] :=-0.000117476784

end ;
'N' begin

Nf := 18; NOf:= 0; {Dau. N=9 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.038077947364
h[l] := 0.243834674613
h[2] := 0.604823123690
h[3] := 0.657288078051
h[4] := 0.133197385825
h[5] :=-0.293273783279
h[6] :=-0.096840783223
h[7] := 0.148540749338
h[8] := 0.030725681479
h[9] :=-0.067632829061
h[10]:= 0.000250947115
h[ll]:= 0.022361662124
h[12] :=-0.004723204758
h[13] :=-0.004281503682
h[14]:= 0.001847646883
h[15]:= 0.000230385764
h[16] :=-0.000251963189
h[17]:= 0.000039347320

end ;
'0' begin

Nf := 20; NOf:= 0 ; {Dau. N=10 c:=sqrt(2) }
h[O] := 0.026670057901
h[l] := 0.188176800078
h[2] := 0.527201188932
h[3] := 0.688459039454
h[4] := 0.281172343661
h[5] :=-0.249846424327
h[6] :=-0.195946274377
h[7] := 0.127369340336
h[8] := 0.093057364604
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h [9] :=-0.071394147136
h[10] :=-0.029457536822
h[11]:= 0.033212674059
h[12]:= 0.003606553567
h[13] :=-0.010733175483
h[14]:= 0.001395351747
h[15]:= 0.001992495295
h[16] :=-0.000685856695
h[17] :=-0.000116466855
h[18]:= 0.000093588670
h[19] :=-0.000013264203

end ;
'P' begin

Nf := 6 ; { cos-sin}
NOf := -2
writeln(' Inter your Alfa and Beta ')
read(al,be)
sa := sin(al) ca := cos(al)
sb := sin(be) cb := cos(be)
sab := sin(al-be) cab := cos(al-be)
h[O] ((1.0+ca+sa)*(1.0-cb-sb)+2.0*sb*ca)/4.0
h[1] ((1.0-ca+sa)*(1.0+cb-sb)-2.0*sb*ca)/4.0
h[2] (1.0+cab+sab)/2.0
h [3] O. O+cab-sab) /2.0
h [4] := 1. 0 - h [0] - h [2]
h [5] 1. 0 - h [1] - h [3]

i:=O
while abs(h[i]) < 1.0E-7 do i:=i+1
Nf:=Nf-i' ;
NOf:=NOf+i ;
for j:=O to Nf-1 do h[j] :=h[j+i]
j:=O ;
i:=5-i ;
while abs(h[i]) < 1.0E-7 do begin

i:=i-1
j:=j+1

end ;
Nf:=Nf-j

end ;
end ; { of case }
s := 0.0 ;
for i:=O to Nf-1 do s:= s + h[i] ;
writeln(' *The sum of filter coefficients is ',s:6:3,' and NO= ',NOf:
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if (s <> sqrt(2)) and (s <> 0) then for i :=0 to Nf-1 do
h[i] :=(h[i]*sqrt (2))/s;

end; {end of PROCEDURE GetFilter }

PROCEDURE Make_Filter(var L,H : FilterArray;
var FL : integer
DorR : action ;
hp : FilterArray )

var
i,k integer

then

for i:=O to FL-1
2))*L[FL-1-i]

end
begin

k:=O
if (FL mod 2)=1

else

begin
if DorR = Decomp then begin

for i: =0 to FL-1 do L[i] :=hp [i] ;
if (FL mod 2)=1 then begin

L[i+1] :=0
FL:=FL+1 ;

end ;
do H[i] :=(1-2*(i mod

begin
L[O] :=0;
k:=k+1 ;
FL:=FL+1

end ;
for i:=k to FL-1 do L[i] :=hp[FL-1-i];
for i:=O to FL-1 do H[i] :=-1*(1-2*(i mod 2))*L[FL-1-i]

end
end {*** MakeFilter ** }

PROCEDURE MakeDataArray_Decomp(var DA : LargeArray ;
var FileLength integer
var C: boolean
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1,FL : integer
csf : char ) ;

var
FName
Data2
i ,k, t
Inp

string [8]
text ;
integer

real ;

'indataOO' end;
:= 'indataO' end ;

, indata01' end

FName
FName
FName

csf of
begin
begin
begin

begin
case

, 1 '
, 2'
,3'

end ;
for i:=O to 2*(FL-2)+1 do DA[i] :=0
k:=2*(FL-2)+1

end
begin

FName :='DecdatC' ;
strwrite(FName,8,t,chr(1-1))
for i:=O to (FL-2) do DA[i] :=0 ;

{M10 for i:=O to ((FL-2) div 2)-1 do DA[i] :=0 ;}
k:=(FL-2) ;{ M10 k:=((FL-2) div 2)-1 ;}

else

begin
if 1=49 then

end;

reset(Data2,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FName+'.dat')
i:=k ;
while not eof(Data2) do begin

readln(Data2,Inp)
i:=i+1 ;
DA[i] Inp;

end

{ including all zeroes and pre data }

{ puts input file in a file so that alwayes
to show it by calling a fixed file }

rewrite(Data2,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/infile.dat')
for i:=2*FL-2 to FileLength-1 do writeln(Data2,DA[i])
close(Data2)

end ;

close(Data2) ;
FileLength := i+1
writeln(FileLength:3)

C := false ;
if 1=49 then begin
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if (FileLength mod 2)=0 then C := true ;
for i:=FileLength to FileLength+FL-2 do DA[i] :=0
end ; { *** MakeDataArray-Deeomp *** }

PROCEDURE ConvolveDeeomp( DA : LargeArray ;
L,H : FilterArray
FL,FileLength,ll,Max

var

FNameC,FNameD : string[8]
outC,outD : text ;
startpos,i,t :integer ;
e,d : real ;

integer )

begin
FNameC
strwrite(
FNameD :=
strwrite(

, DeedatC' ;
FNameC,8,t,ehr(11))
, DeedatD' ;
FNameD,8,t,ehr(11))

rewrite(outC,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FnameC+'.dat')
rewrite(outD,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FnameD+'.dat')

startpos:=O ;
while (startpos <= FileLength-l) do

begin
e:=O ;
d:=O ;
for i:=startpos to ( startpos+FL-l ) do

begin
e:=e + L[i-startpos]*DA[i]
d:=d + H[i-startpos]*DA[i]

end;
if 11=48+max then writeln(outC,(i-FL+l)*exp((11-49)*ln(2)),' ',c)

else writeln(outC,e)
writeln(outD,d) ;
startpos startpos+2;

end ;
elose(outC) ;
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close (outD) ;

end; {*** ConvolveDecomp *** }

PROCEDURE MakeDataArray_Recons(var DA : LargeArray ;
var FileLength : integer
CorD : char ;
l,FL,Max : integer
c : boolean ) ;

VAR
FNamel : string[8]
Datal : text ;
Inp,ez : real
i,t : integer ;

begin
if CorD ='C' then begin

if l=48+Max then
begin
FNamel := IDecdatC' ;
strwrite(FNamel,8,t,chr(l))
end

else
begin
FNamel := 1RecdatC1 ;
strwrite(FNamel,8,t,chr(l))
end

end
else begin

FNamel
strwrite(

end ;

'DecdatD 1 ;
FNamel,8,t,chr(l))

writeln( FNamel) ;
reset(Datal,l/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/I+FNamel+'.datI)

i:=-l
while not eof(Datal) do begin

if CorD ='C ' then readln(Datal,ez,Inp)
else readln(Datal,Inp) ;

i:=i+l ;
DA[i] :=Inp
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i:=i+1 ;
DA[i] :=0

end
if c =false then i:=i-1 ;
FileLength := i+1 ; { total file length including all zeroes}
end ; { *** MakeDataArray-Recons *** }

PROCEDURE ConvolveRecons(DA : LargeArray
h : FilterArray
FL,FileLength,l
CorD : char ) ;

var FName : string[8] ;
Data : text ;
startpos,i,t :integer
c : real ;

integer

begin
if 1=49 then begin

FName :='outdat' ;
strwrite(FName,7,t,CorD)
strwrite(FName,8,t,chr(1-1))

end
else begin

FName :='Recdat' ;
strwrite(FName,7,t,CorD)
strwrite(FName,8,t,chr(1-1))

end

writeln(FName,' , ,1-48:3,' ',CorD);
rewrite(Data,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FName+'.dat')
startpos: =0 ;

while (startpos <= FileLength-FL) do
begin

c:=O ;
for i:=startpos to ( startpos+FL-1 ) do c:=c + h[i-startpos]*DA[i]
writeln(Data,c)
startpos:=startpos +1

end ;
close (Data) ;
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end {*** ConvolveRecons *** }

integer );

var
FNameC,FNameD : string [8]
outC,outD : text ;
i,j,t : integer
Inp : real ;
DA : LargeArray

begin
if 1=49 then begin

FNameC :='outdatCO'
FNameD :='outdatDO'

end
else begin

FNameC :='RecdatC' ;
strwrite(FNameC,8,t,chr(1-1))
FNameD :='RecdatD' ;
strwrite(FNameD,8,t,chr(1-1))

end;
reset(outC,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FnameC+'.dat')
i:=O ;

while not eof(outC) do begin
readln(outC,Inp);
DA [i] : = Inp ;
i:=i+l

end ;
close(outC) ;
reset(outD,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FnameD+'.dat')
i:=O ;

while not eof(outD) do begin
readln(outD,Inp);
DA [i] := DA [i] + Inp
i:=i+l
end ;
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close(outD) ;
rewrite(outC,'/user/Mortaza/wavelet/graf/'+FnameC+'.dat')
t:=O ;
{M 10 if 1=49 then t:=Nf-1

else t:=O ;}
for j:=t to (i-1) do begin

Inp:=DA [j]
writeln(outC,(j-Nf+1)*exp«1-49)*ln(2)) :5:1,' , ,Inp)

end
close(outC) ;

end ; { *** Add-C-and-D *** }

,)

,)

') ;
') ;
') ;
') ;

,)

,)

,)

,)

,)

') ;

,)

coefficient
,)

,)

,)

,)

Box function
Hat function
Cubic B-spline
Battle-Lemaire
4-taps Daubunchies
16-taps Daubunchies
N2(1=4) Daubunchies
N3(1=6) Daubunchies
N4(1=8) Daubunchies
N5(1=10) Daubunchies
N6(1=12) Daubunchies
N7(1=14) Daubunchies
N8(1=16) Daubunchies
N9(1=18) Daubunchies
N10(1=20) Daubunchies
cos-sin ');

Inter your choice

A
B
C
o
E

F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

a
P

Choosing table of filter
BEGIN

writeln('
writeln( ,
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln('
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln( ,
writeln
writeln( ,
readln(choose)
GetFilter(choose,hh,N,NO)

act:=Recons
FilterL:= N

Make_Filter(LPF,HPF,FilterL,Decomp,hh)
writeln(' Choose input file ')
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,)

,)Data 1
,)

Data 2

Speech
Data
Speech

for
for
for

writeln(' 1
writeln(' 2
writeln(' 3
readln(chfile)
for Level:=l to Maxlevel do

begin
MakeDataArray_Decomp(DataA,FileL,check[Level] ,Level+48, Filter
chfile) ;
ConvolveDecomp(DataA,LPF,HPF,FilterL,FileL,Level+48,Maxlevel)

end;

FilterL:= N ;
Make_Filter(LPF,HPF,FilterL,Recons,hh) ;
for Level:= Maxlevel downto 1 do

begin { Level:= Maxlevel ;}
MakeDataArray_Recons(DataA,FileL,'C',Level+48,FilterL,Maxlevel ,check [Level]
ConvolveRecons(DataA,LPF,FilterL,FileL,Level+48,'C') ;
MakeDataArray_Recons(DataA,FileL,'D',Level+48,FilterL,Maxlevel,check[Level]
ConvolveRecons(DataA,HPF,FilterL,FileL,Level+48,'D')
Add_C_and_D(Level+48,FilterL)

end ;
END.
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Appendix C

Figures

In this appendix some figures obtained from program 'barnl' and 'barn2' are presented.
Figure C.l, Figure C.2, Figure C.3, Figure CA, Figure C.5,Figure C.6, Figure C.7, Figure
C.8, Figure C.g, Figure C.lO, Figure C.11 and Figure C.12 are the scaling function and the
wavelet function of six filters, Figure C.13, Figure C.14, Figure C.15, Figure C.16, Figure
C.17, Figure C.18 are approximation signals of a discrete signal in the lower resolutions.
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Figure C.1: The Haar scaling function
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Figure C.2: The Haar wavelet function
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Figure C.3: The Hat scaling function
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Figure C.4: The wavelet function corresponding to the Hat function
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Figure C.5: The scaling function of a filter from option P with a = 2 and f3 = -1
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Figure C.6: The wavelet function of a filter from option P with a = 2 and f3 = -1
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Figure C.7: The D-4 scaling function (from Dabuchies)
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Figure C.8: The D-4 wavelet function (from Dabuchies)
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Figure C.g: The scaling function 'of a filter from [12] N=4 (in our program option I)
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Figure C.lO: The wavelet function of a filter from [12] N=4 (in our program option I)
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Figure C.lI: The scaling function of a filter from [12] N=9 (in our program option N)
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Figure C.12: The wavelet function of a filter from [12] N=9 (in our program option N)
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Figure C.13: An input signal used for the second program
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Figure C.14: The forth approximation of input signal (solid one) using D-4 wavelet for
dec/rec
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Figure C.15: The third approximation of input signal (solid one) using D-4 orthogonal
wavelet for dee/ree
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Figure C.16: The second approximation of input signal (solid one) using D-4 orthogonal
wavelet for dee/ree
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Figure C.17: The first approximation of input signal (solid one) using D-4 orthogonal
wavelet for dec/ rec
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Figure C.18: The reconstructed signal after five times dec/rec of input using D-4 orthogonal
wavelet for dec/rec
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